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Abstract 

Modern management accounting information systems trace cost to a greater level of 

detail than did their product costing predecessors. Nonetheless, the basic ingredient of 

accounting information continues to be the measurable transaction, actual or budgeted, 

rather than the more subjective concepts of marginal cost or opportunity cost favored by 

economic theory. This paper studies the design of a management accounting information 

system as a mechanism design problem for a decentralized firm, where the mechanism 

is constrained to use messages consisting of actual or proposed transactions, or reports 

compiled exclusively from such messages. The firm is Hi'" lded as a network of productive 

activities, some of which produce revenue while others produce goods or services used by 

other activities. The firm seeks a budget, that is, a proposed action for each activity, that 

maximizes profit. An accounting information system includes a performance measure for 

each activity, and each activity manager is assumed to act to maximize measured perfor

mance. Several accounting information systems are constructed and compared according 

to the profitability of the budgets they generate. Although accounting information is not 

sufficient to ensure profit-maximization, activity-based costing (ABC) is shown to be 

useful in identifying products that should be dropped and internally produced inputs that 

should be purchased from external sources. An extension of ABC that includes a measure 

of internal opportunity cost is constructed and shown to be useful in allocating internally 

produced inputs. 



1. Introduction 

The measurement and reporting of product costs is one of the primary functions of 

management accounting. Advocates of activity-based costing, the current wave of inno

vation in cost measurement, assert that accurate cost information is essential to enable 

a modern multi-product firm to survive global competition. The importance of product 

costing is self-evident to managers and practicing accountants, which makes the lack of 

theoretical justification for accurate cost measurement all the more surprising. 

The main reason for the theoretical unimportance of cost measurement, simply put, 

is that measured costs are total or average costs while decision-relevant costs are marginal 

or incremental costs. Of course, if the firm's technology is linear and separable across 

products, average and marginal costs coincide, and the careful measurement of average 

costs can provide informational support for profit-maximizing decisions. For this reason, 

Noreen (1991) and Christensen and Demski (1992) have argued that linearity and separa

bility are essential features of any theoretical justification for activity-based costing. Even 

advocates of activity-based costing appear to accept the argument that the cost numbers 

generated by ABC systems can be used without modification only in the artificial world of 

a linear model. Cooper (1990) writes, "ABC systems do not completely remove the need 

for modifications. Modifications are still required, because the assumption that the cost 

function of a firm is linear inevitably introduces errors." 

The main contribution of the present paper is a theoretical framework for cost mea

surement in general, and activity-based costing in particular, that goes far beyond the 

confines of the linear model. The assumptions of linearity and separability are needed to 

ensure that average cost is the right cost number for virtually every potential decision, 

but a cost accounting system can be useful without being omnipotent. For example, sup

pose that product costs are desired in order to identify unprofitable products, as in the 

well-known Meyers Tap case (Bingham and Cooper (1985)). It will be shown that under 
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assumptions that allow highly nonlinear nonseparable cost functions, a fairly conventional 

computation of unit cost can, without modification, identify products that should be elim

inated. A similar result will be proved for the identification of internally produced inputs 

that could more profitably be purchased from external suppliers. An internal opportunity 

cost measure will be defined and shown to aid in the identification of profitable realloca

tions of internal resources. In fact, the opportunity cost measure is only interesting in the 

presence of nonlinearities, because only then does it differ from production cost. Of course, 

in the absence of linearity, accounting information cannot identify all potentially profitable 

decisions. No matter how carefully costs are traced, there can be products that realize a 

profit but the elimination of which might reduce costs more than revenues. Accounting is 

even more limited in assessing a potential expansion of production and sales. 

In the model, as in practice, accounting information is used to measure activity 

performance. Perhaps unlike practice, however, performance measurement is used in the 

model as a tool of decentralization rather than control. The performance measures defined 

in this paper are intended to communicate to managers how they are to use the accounting 

information in making decisions. Instead of giving managers a detailed set of instructions, 

central management tells managers how their performance will be measured, and that they 

should make whatever decision maximizes measured performance. The performance mea

sures are constructed so that maximizing measured performance results in the appropriate 

use of the cost information that managers receive from central management. 

A model in which accounting costs playa useful but limited informational role seems 

in accord with the goals of management accounting, notwithstanding the more extravagant 

claims of ABC evangelists. At the same time, since the accounting system does not provide 

complete information, the use of accounting costs should not obstruct the use of more 

detailed technological and market information when the latter is available. The problem is 

dealt with here by ensuring that the performance measures are sufficiently congruent with 
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profit that if managers use additional information to increase measured performance they 

also increase the profit of the firm. This "open architecture" property is not conventional 

in economic models of organizations, but it seems a valuable feature in any model of 

decision-making with partial information. 

Section 2 continues this introduction with a somewhat informal description of the 

model and a number of fairly transparent examples. The model is formally defined in 

Sections 3 and 4. Sections 5 and 6 contain the main results on activity-based costing and 

its extension to internal opportunity costing. In Sections 3-6, subsections called "Remarks" 

contain informal comments that interpret or motivate the formal definitions and results. 

2. Examples 

The first examples focus on informational issues, while later examples will illustrate 

performance measurement and budgeting. 

2.1 Example: The simplest multi-activity firm has two activities: activity 1 expends 

cash to produce an input used by activity 2 to produce revenue for the firm. Thus activity 

1 will be termed a cost activity, while activity 2 will be termed a revenue activity. An 

action by activity 1 is a two-dimensional vector Yl = (YIO, Yll), where YIO ~ 0 represents 

the cash expenditure, and Yll ~ 0 is the output of the internal commodity. An action 

by activity 2 takes the form Y2 = (Y20, Y21), where Y20 ~ 0 represents revenue, and 

Y21 ~ 0 represents input usage. A plan is a pair of actions (Yi);=l' or, written more 

simply, (Yi)i' 

Each activity i has a set yi of feasible actions. A plan (Yi); is feasible if Yi E yi 

for each i, and Yn + Y21 ~ 0, since we assume there are no inventories of the internal 

commodity. The profit generated by a feasible plan (Yi)i is simply the total cash flow 

YIO + Y20. Thus profit maximization means choosing Yl E yl and Y2 E y2 to maximize 
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YI0 + Y20 subject to Yll + Y21 ~ o. 
Each activity z is supervised by its own manager, who knows yi, the set of feasible 

actions for activity i, but does not know yi. Central management knows neither yl 

nor y2. This assumption about the initial distribution of information is implausible for a 

two-activity firm, but is more reasonable when the number of activities is large. To make 

the information assumption more precise, suppose that all anyone other than manager i 

knows about activity i is that inactivity is possible, so that (0,0) E yi, and it is possible 

to reduce the scale of any feasible activity. Formally, yi satisfies 

D) for every Yi E yi and 0 < A ::::; 1, AYi E yi, 

where "D" is mnenonic for "down-scaling". There may be capacity constraints or scarce 

resources that prevent activities from being increased in scale. 

Now suppose that a plan (yi)i is proposed, and ignore for the moment how the 

proposal came to be made. Given the initial distribution of information, to what extent 

can central management or manager 1 or 2 determine whether or not the proposed plan 

is profit-maximizing? Relying on (D), central management (or an outside consultant) can 

consider the problem 

eM) maxlmlze Al Y;o + A2 Yio 

subject to 0::::; AI, A2 ::::; 1; and 

Al Y;1 + A2 yil ~ o. 

If ).1 = A2 = 1, central management cannot reject the possibility that the plan is profit

maximizing, because it is possible that yi = {Yi: Yi = Ayi for some 0::::; A ::::; I} for 

each i.A plan (yi)i will be termed a semi-linear optimum if the problem (CM) is solved 

at Ai = 1 for all z, where the prefix "semi" reflects the fact that only down-scaling is 

possible. 

N ow suppose that the question of profit-maximization is put to manager 2, and 

suppose further that manager 2 is not told Y;, the action proposed for activity 1, but 
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only told that -Y~1 units of the input will be available. Then all manager 2 can consider 

is whether yi is an efficient action for activity 2, that is, whether y~o is the greatest 

revenue that can be obtained from the use of -yil units of input. If not, or if the same 

revenue could be obtained from fewer units of input, manager 2 knows that the plan is 

not profit-maximizing; otherwise no conclusion can be drawn. Now suppose that manager 

2 is told y;. Then, given (D), manager 2 can consider the problem 

maximize Al Y;o + Y20 

subject to 0 ~ Al ~ 1; 

Y2 E y2; and 

Al Y;1 + Y21 ~ O. 

If Al = 1 and Y2 = y~ is a solution to (M2), then based on manager 2's information, 

it is possible that (yi)i is profit-maximizing. Note that in this case, (yi)i is also a 

semi-linear optimum, which is not surprising since manager 2 has more information than 

central management. 

If manager 1 is told both y; and yi, then manager 1 can check whether A2 = 1 

and Yl = y; solves the problem 

subject to 0 ~ A2 ~ 1 : 

Yl E yl; and 

Yll + A2 yil ~ O. 

If Aj = 1 and Yi = yi solves (Mi) for each i, the plan (yi)i will be termed a complete 

reporting optimum. The term reflects the fact that each manager i receives a complete 

report of the proposed action of manager J. 
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A more detailed report of the cash transactions of activity j underlying the aggre-

gate YOj would not be useful to manager i. Of course, in a model that addresses the 

control function of management accounting, more detailed reporting might well convey 

useful information. With respect to the decision-support function, however, the vector yi 

represents complete accounting information about activity i. The distinction between the 

action yi and the feasible set yi constitutes the distinction between complete accounting 

information and complete economic information about activity i. 

To illustrate the concepts of semi-linear optimum and complete reporting optimum, 

let c : R+ ~ R be a strictly convex differentiable function with c(O) = 0 and c'(q) > 0 

for all q > 0; and let r: R+ ~ R be a strictly concave differentiable function with 

reO) = 0, and limsup r'(q) ~ O. Let 
q ...... oo 

yl _ {(YIO,Yl1): Yl1 > 0 and YIO < -C(Yl1)}; and 

y2 { (Y2o, Y21): Y21 < 0 and Y20 < r( -Y21 ).}. 

In other words, c is the cost function for activity 1, and r is the revenue function 

for activity 2. Assuming that r'(O) > c'(O), the unique profit maximum occurs at 

Yl = (- c(q),q), Y2 = (r(q),-q), where r'(q) = c'(q). Individual efficiency within each 

activity requires only that YIO = -c (Yl1) and Y20 = r (-Y2d. The set of semi-linear 

optima that are also individually efficient is the set 8LO = {((-c(q),q), (r(q),-q)) : 

r(q) - c(q) ~ O}. That is, 8LO is the set of all feasible individually efficient plans that 

earn nonnegative profit. In this example, r(q)-c(q) > 0 if and only if 0 ~ q ~ ij, where 

r(ij)-c(ij) = O. The set of complete reporting optima is eRO = { (( -c(q), q), (r (q), -q)) : 

r' ( q) ~ c( q) / q and c' ( q) ~ r( q) / q } . 

The inequality r'(q) ~ c(q)/q is a consequence of (M2) and c'(q) ~ r(q)/q is a 

consequence of (Ml). Thus complete reporting optimality requires 0 ~ q ~ min{ql,q2}, 

where C'(ql) = r(ql)/ql and r'(q2) = C(q2)/q2. The inequalities 0 < q < ql, q2 < ij show 

that (Yi)i E eRO c 8LO, where (Yi)i denotes the profit-maximizing plan. 
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The size of the set CRO quantifies the limited extent to which accounting infor

mation is capable of supporting profit-maximization. With less than complete reporting, 

the set of plans that cannot be rejected may expand. In particular, systems that focus 

exclusively on cost, including ABC systems, may omit potentially useful accounting 

information. 

We will assume throughout that central management has access to the complete 

report (Y;)i so that accounting systems differ only in the information reported to activity 

managers. In the present example, an ABC system would report to manager 2 the unit 

cost ct = -ytO/ytl' in addition to the proposed available amount of the input commodity, 

ytl' This is equivalent to reporting yt to manager 2, but only because of the simplicity 

of this example. Manager 2 could use the report (ct, ytl) by considering whether Y2 

solves the problem 

maximIze Y20 + cr Y21 

subject to Y2 E y2 

Y21 + yrl ~ 0 

This is equivalent to considering whether Al = 1 , Y2 = Y2 solves problem (M2). However, 

manager 1 would receive no information about Y2 beyond the required production -Y21 , 

so manager 1 could only ensure the individual efficiency of yt. Under this accounting 

system the set CO = { ((~c(q), q), (r( q), -q)): 0::; q ::; q2} is the set of plans that 

are "informationally nonrejectable" , in the sense that no manager has enough information 

to reject the possibility that the plan is profit-maximizing. If ql < q2, then the set 

CO contains plans at which the average revenue is less than marginal cost. Since revenue 

information is not reported to the only manager who knows the marginal cost, no manager 

can identify and reject such plans. If the unit revenue, rt = -Y20/Y21 ' were reported to 

manager 1, the informationally nonrejectable set would again shrink to CRO. The unit 

revenue rt is an accounting measure of the opportunity cost of reducing the output of 
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activity 1. 

Before leaving the two-activity example, it may be useful to show how the existence 

of an external market for the internal commodity can be incorporated in the modeL First, 

suppose that commodity 1, or a substitute, can be purchased on an external market 

at a price Pl. Then y2 can be redefined as y2 = {(Y20, Y21: Y21:::; 0 and there 

is some x:::; 0 such that Y20:::; r( -Y21 - x) + PI X }, and yl can be redefined as 

yl = {(YlO, Yl1): for some x:::; 0, YIO:::; -C(Yl1 + x) + PI X }, assuming that managers 

1 and 2 are free to make independent purchases. If purchasing is done by a separate 

department, a separate cost activity can be added. The output of this activity is the 

purchased commodity, and the set of feasible actions represents the market environment. 

Similarly, if the commodity can be sold externally, then a revenue activity can be added 

to the model for this purpose. 

2.2 Example: The role of accounting information and the comparison of different ac

counting systems become more interesting as the number of activities increases. Suppose 

there are two cost activities, i = 1,2, and two revenue activities, i = 3,4. Activity 1 

provides input to each of the other three, while activity 2 provides input only to activity 

4. This network of activities is depicted in Figure 1. Since there are two cost activities, 

an action for activity z is now a three dimensional vector, Yi = (YiO, Yil, Yi2). Consider 

the plan 
Y; = ( -10,5,0) 

Y; = (-4,-1,2) 

Y; = (8, -3,0) 

Y: = (7, -1, -2). 

This plan fails to be a semi-linear optimum because the problem 

eM) 
4 

maxlmlze L Ai yio 
i=l 
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subject to 0 ::; Ai ::; 1 for all i; and 
4 

L Ai yij ~ 0, j = 1,2, 
i=l 

has the solution Al = 0.6, A2 = 0, A3 = 1, A4 = o. That is, it would be more profitable to 

shut down activities 2 and 4, and scale down activity 1 by 40%. 

An activity-based cost system for this example accumulates costs for activities 1 

and 2 and communicates these costs to the managers who use the two commodities. In 

particular, the unit cost of commodity 1 is clearly ci = 2, and the unit cost of commodity 

2 is ci = -(Y20 +ci Y21)/Y22 = 3. Manager 3 can thus verify that Y;o +ci Y;l = 8-6 > 0, 

and manager 4 will notice that Y;o + ci Y;l + ci Y;2 = 7 - 2 - 6 < o. 

Therefore manager 4 can recognize that the plan (yt)i is not a semi-linear optimum, 

even though in this example, manager 4 receives much less than complete accounting 

information about the other activities. More generally, Theorem 5.6 below states that for 

any activity network, activity-based costing reports enough information so that any plan 

that is not a semi-linear optimum can be rejected by some activity manager. 

The fact that ABC systems support semi-linear optimality means, in particular, that 

an ABC system is sufficient to identify unprofitable revenue activities. Thus Theorem 

5.6 formalizes the use of activity-based costing to eliminate unprofitable products. Of 

course, if some cost activities are subject to strictly decreasing returns to scale, as in 

Example 2.1, then the cost reduction obtained by scaling down cost activities may be 

more than proportional. In this case even complete reporting may fail to identify some 

revenue activities that should be dropped. 

This example also illustrates the importance of the down-scaling assumption (D). 

Suppose that, in violation of assumption (D), activity 1 is subject to increasing returns 

to scale, so that reducing output by 40% only reduces cash expenditures by 10%. In other 

words, suppose that the action Yl = (-9,3,0) represents the least-cost production of 3 
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units of commodity 1. Then dropping activities 2 and 4 and reducing the output of 

activity 1 by two units would actually decrease profit. Thus the down-scaling assumption 

appears to be the minimal kernel of linearity needed to justify the use of activity-based 

costing to identify unprofitable products. 

The decision to purchase an external substitute for the output of a cost activity is 

analogous to dropping a revenue activity. Suppose that the action y: is replaced in the 

above plan by 

y: = (9, -2, -1) 

so that the plan is now a semi-linear optimum. However, suppose that manager 4 can 

obtain 2 units of a substitute for commodity 2 at a cost of 2])2. If ])2 < ci, manager 

4 should "out-source" commodity 2, because shutting down activity 2, down-scaling 

activity 1 by 20%, and purchasing the substitute input at a cost of 2])2 will increase 

profit. Again, this depends on the down-scaling assumption. 

More generally, Theorem 5.12 states that for any activity network, ABC costs 

support out-sourcing decisions by revenue activity managers. In the present example, the 

cost ci can also be used by manager 2 to evaluate external sources of commodity 1. 

However, the use of ABC costs in support of out-sourcing decisions by cost activity 

managers is subject to some qualification depending on the complexity of the network, as 

the following example illustrates. 

2.3 Example: Consider the three-activity network depicted in Figure 2. Activities 1 

and 2 are cost activities with a reciprocal relationship, while activity 2 also supplies the 

revenue activity, activity 3. The plan 

y;=(-l,l,-l) 

y;=(-3,-1,2) 

yi=(5,0,-1) 

is a semi-linear optimum. In this case the ABC costs ci and ci are determined as the 
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unique solution to the simultaneous equations 

Y;o + CI Y;I + C2 Y;2 = ° 
yio + CI yil + C2 yi2 = 0, 

so cr = 5 and ci = 4. While ci is a useful benchmark for out-sourcing decisions by 

manager 3, the use of cr by manager 2 is less clear. Suppose that manager 2 can 

purchase one unit of commodity 1 from an external supplier at a price PI < 5, say 

PI = 4. Then manager 2 might conclude that the action y~ = (-7,0,2) produces the 

same output as Y2 and is less costly, since Y20 + cr Y21 = -8. However, replacing Y2 with 

y~ and shutting down activity 1 increases the total cost from 4 to 7. The full cost saving 

from shutting down activity 1 is only achieved when activity 2 is scaled down to reflect 

the fact that commodity 2 is no longer needed by activity 1. Assuming that y~ can 

be down-scaled to y~ = (-3.5,0,1), out-sourcing is in fact the correct decision. Down

scaling y~ to y~ implicitly assumes that the external purchase of one unit of commodity 

1 at a price of 4 can be down-scaled to the purchase of 0.5 units at the same price per 

unit. Thus the use of accounting costs for out-sourcing decisions by cost activities, when 

reciprocal relationships are present, implicitly assumes that the out-sourcing opportunities 

can be down-scaled. 

This example also shows that activity costs can be computed as the solution to a 

system of linear equations specified by the plan (yi)i. Proposition 5.5(ii) shows that activ

ity costs, in the present model, always satisfy such equations. The remarks in Section 5.2 

relate the present model to earlier literature on activity cost and service department cost 

allocation where the same or similar equations are used. 

2.4 Example: The measurement of opportunity cost is also more interesting when there 

are more than two activities. Consider the network depicted in Figure 3, with two cost 

activities, i = 1,2, and two revenue activities, i = 3,4. Activity 1 supplies both revenue 
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activities, while activity 2 supplies only activity 4. Consider the plan 

y; = (-4,2,0) 

y; = (-5,0,1) 

y; = (4, -1, 0) 

y; = (8, -1, -1), 

which is easily seen to be a semi-linear optimum. Since commodity 1 has two uses, its 

opportunity cost is the minimum of the revenue it generates in each use, less other costs. 

More precisely, 

Since c; = 5, r; = min{ 4,8 - 5} = 3. Thus if manager 1 is told r;, and if at yt the 

marginal cost of commodity 1 is greater than 3, then manager 1 can reject the plan 

(yni on the grounds that a marginal reduction in the output of activity 1 will result in 

a marginal cost saving greater than the marginal net revenue loss of 3 due to downscaling 

activities 2 and 4. Moreover, the number r; is also potentially useful to manager 3. If 

the marginal revenue of activity 3 at Y3 is greater than 3, then manager 3 can reject 

the plan on the grounds that a marginal diversion of commodity 1 from activity 4 to 

activity 3 will produce a marginal increase in profit. Thus merely reporting ci and c; 

to managers 3 and 4, as an ABC system would do, prevents the revenue managers 

fro~ making use of all of the information contained in the full plan (yt)i' 

Opportunity costs, measured in this way, are only useful to revenue activity managers 

when the technology of cost activities is nonlinear. In the present example, if activity 1 

is subject to capacity constraints or less severe forms of decreasing returns to scale, rj IS 

an upper-bound on the cost to the firm of providing activity 3 with a marginal increase 

in commodity 1. If activity 1 has a linear technology, as in the model of Noreen (1991), 
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the relevant cost is cr, since activity 1 can be "up-scaled" with no change in unit cost. 

In the present model, cr communicates a lower bound on the marginal cost saving if the 

usage of commodity 1 is reduced, and rr communicates an upper bound on the marginal 

cost, in terms of lost net revenue, if the usage of commodity 1 is increased. 

The activity network in the present example is simple, as this term is defined in 

Section 6.9. Theorem 6.11 shows that for simple networks, reporting to each manager 

both the accounting cost, ci, and the opportunity cost, ri, for every cost activity i, is 

equivalent to reporting the entire plan (Y;)i. The following example shows a non-simple 

network in which this equivalence fails. 

2.5 Example: Opportunity cost is measured by "pulling back" net revenues from revenue 

activities to cost activities. In fact, the opportunity costs can be pulled through cost 

activities back to earlier cost activities. To take the simplest case, suppose there are two 

cost activities. and one revenue activity. Cost activity 1 supplies cost activity 2, which 

in turn supplies activity 3, the revenue activity. For the plan 

y;=(-l,l,O) 

Y; = ( -1, -1, 1) 

Y; = (3,0, -1) 

we have the unit costs cr = 1, ci = 2, and the opportunity cost r2 - 3 as before. 

We can also define rr - -(ri Y22 + Y20)/Y21 = 2. Thus activity 2, with action 

Y2 = (Y2o, Y21' Y22) is treated as a revenue activity with the action (r2 Y22 + Y20' Y21' 0) 

for. the purpose of computing the opportunity cost of commodity 1. 

This process works in much more complicated networks, with the exception of recip

rocalloops. For example, suppose activity 1 needs commodity 2 as an input. Let 

y~ = (-1,1, -1); and 

y~ = (-1,-1,2), 

and consider the plan (y~, y~, yj). Then cr and ci are determined simultaneously as 

cr = 3 and ci = 2. The opportunity costs rr and ri must also satisfy the simultaneous 
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equations 

r; = min{3, r; - I} 

which have two solutions: ri = 5, ri = 3; and ri = 3, ri = 2. The latter solution 

might lead to incorrect decisions. For example, suppose that all three activities have a 

linear technology, except that activity 2 cannot expand because of a capacity constraint. 

Manager 3, on being informed that the opportunity cost of commodity 2 is ri=2, 

would infer that additional input could be obtained by diverting it from another revenue 

activity at an opportunity cost of 2 per unit. Since marginal revenue is 3, manager 3 

would mistakenly reject the plan (y~, y~, yi). 

The measure of opportunity cost defined in Section 6.2 avoids this problem by not 

pulling opportunity costs through reciprocal loops. For the above example, the measured 

opportunity cost of commodity 2 would be ri = 3, and no opportunity cost would be 

defined for commodity 1. 

2.6 Example: Provided that reciprocal loops are excluded from the calculations, oppor

tunity costs can be computed by a simple recursive formula across networks of arbitrary 

complexity. However, even reporting both the production cost ci and opportunity cost 

ri for each internal commodity i does not generally convey to the managers all of the 

relevant information contained in a plan (yt)i' For example, consider the four-activity 

network depicted in Figure 4. Cost activities 1 and 2 each supply revenue activities 3 

and. 4. Consider the plan 
y; = (-2,2,0) 

yi = (-2,0,2) 

yi = (5, -1, -1) 

y; = (4, -1, -1). 

Then ci = ci = 1; ri = min{ -(yio + ci yi2)/yil' - (Y:o + ci Y:2)/Y:l}; and ri is 

given by the analogous formula, so ri = ri = 3. Suppose that all activities have a linear 
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fixed-coefficient technology, except that the cost activities are at their capacity constraint, 

and thus cannot expand. In particular, y3 = {(Y30, Y31, Y32): Y30 = min{ -Y31, -Y32}} 

Then the plan (yi)i is not profit-maximal because the entire supply of commodities 1 

and 2 should go to activity 3. However, manager 3 can only conclude from ri and 

r2 that the marginal opportunity cost of obtaining the additional input needed to expand 

IS ri + r2 = 6, which exceeds the marginal revenue that would be generated, which is 

5. Manager 3 does not realize that both inputs can be diverted from the same revenue 

activity at a combined opportunity cost of 4. Thus no manager could reject the plan (yi)i 

just on the basis of ci, ci, ri, r2. However, manager 3 could reject the plan if he knew 

y4. Thus the production costs and opportunity costs fail to provide manager 3 with 

sufficient information about the proposed actions of other managers. 

There is a certain class of networks, termed simple in Section 6, for which report

ing the production and opportunity costs for each internal commodity is informationally 

equivalent to reporting the complete plan. In a simple network, diverting one commodity 

from activity i to activity j would not also release other commodities for diversion from 

i to j at a lower opportunity cost. Figure 5 depicts a simple network. The defining 

property of a simple network is that one cannot draw on its graph a path that begins and 

ends at the same activity without retracing any steps. In particular, any network that 

contains a reciprocal loop is not simple. In Figure 4, the path 1 -+ 3 -+ 2 -+ 4 -+ 1 shows 

that that network is not simple. 

Thus far we have discussed management accounting only as a mechanism for re

porting to each manager i some summary information about the actions yj of other 

managers. We now turn to the performance measurement function of management ac

counting, although we will continue to focus on decision support rather than control. We 

will show that performance measures can be constructed which lead managers to make the 

appropriate use of accounting information, as well as information they may acquire from 
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other sources. 

First, there is a timing ambiguity that needs clarification. In practice, costs and other 

quantities computed from recorded transactions in period t - 1 may be used paramet-

rically, as "standards", during the budgeting process for period t. Quantities computed 

from the period t budget, such as volume targets or allocation rates, may then be used 

parametrically in evaluating actual performance in period t. The model in this paper 

abstracts from stochastic and dynamic features of the firm's environment, so conceptual 

simplicity is best served by collapsing the time-span of measurement to the budgeting pro-

cess itself. To be more specific, suppose the budgeting process proceeds as follows. Each 

manager i proposes an action yi to central management, which then reports to manager 

i a vector ai of summary information about the proposals of other managers. Man-

ager i then checks to see whether yi maximizes a performance measurement function 

parameterized by ai. That is, manager i seeks to verify that 

PM) 

where 7ri is the performance measurement function. 

If (PM) is not satisfied, then manager i proposes a new action central 

management revises the accounting reports accordingly, and so on. The budgeting process 

terminates when a plan (yi)i is found that satisfies (PM) for each manager. 

The model defined in Section 4 also includes a mechanism by which central manage

ment modifies the proposed action Yi to determine a possibly different budgeted action 

Yi = f3i(aj, yi). However, as indicated by the arguments of the budgeting function f3i, we 

assume that each manager i knows what action will be budgeted for activity z as a 

function of the proposal yi and the accounting report ai. In this case, the maximization 

condition (PM) must be modified as 

PM') 
7ri(ai,f3i(ai,yi)) ~ 7ri(ai,f3i(ai,Yi)) for all 

Yi such that f3i(ai, Yi) E yi. 
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In the interest of simplicity, the present discussion will assume (PM) rather than (PM'). 

The feasibility constraint in (PM) reflects the fact that manager i anticipates 

performing the budgeted action. For example, suppose the performance, in period. t, of 

activity i will be measured as 7ri(ai, yD - II yJ - yi II, where II· II denotes distance 

and yJ is the realized, and therefore feasible, action in period t. Then manager i will 

choose yi to satisfy (PM) and set yJ = yi in per~od t. Thus the feasibility constraint 

is self-imposed by each manager. The nature of the feasibility constraint in (PM') is 

exactly analogous. The accounting rules that generate the reports ai can be expressed as 

A) 

embodying the fact that accounting information sent to manager z, and parameterizing 

manager i's performance measurement, is not directly influenced by Yi. Since (A) is 

a system of simultaneous equations in the ai's, there could be many solutions. Indeter

minacy is not a typical feature of accounting procedures, so we will restrict the allowable 

procedures G:i by requiring that for each plan (yi)i' there must be at most one n-tuple 

(ai)i such that (ai,Yi)i satisfies (A) for every i. 

An n-tuple (at, yn of accounting reports and proposed actions is a budget equilib

rium if (PM) and (A) are satisfied for every manager i. If we interpret the performance 

measurement functions as payoff functions, a budget equilibrium is a Nash equilibrium, 

except that the game includes an artificial player, central management, who chooses the 

strategy (ai)i according to (A). 

Ideally, the functions 7ri should be constructed so that profit-maximizing plans 

are budget equilibria, and every budget equilibrium is "informationally non-rejectable" by 

each manager i given the equilibrium report ai. In other words, the goal of maximizing 

measured performance should guide each manager to make full and appropriate use of the 

information contained in the accounting reports. 
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If this desideratum is met, performance measurement effectively communicates the 

firm's goals to the individual managers. To make this assertion more precise, define 

Instead of using performance measurement, central management could give manager i a 

long list of instructions of the form "If you. receive the report ai and your feasible set 

is yi then select a proposal from the set JLi(yi, ai). If you receive the report ai and 

your feasible set is y'i then ... ; etc." Communicating the definition of the performance 

function 7!"i and letting manager i solve for JLi(yi, ai) will typically involve much less 

communication, though it demands more expertise of manager i. 

It is probably worth emphasizing that, in this paper, performance measurement is 

used only to communicate the interests of the firm to individual managers. We simply 

assume that managers, if so instructed, will propose actions that maximize measured per-

formance. Presumably manager i's compensation increases with measured performance, 

but the question of how much is enough is more a matter of control than decision support. 

2.7 Example: Performance measurement functions are constructed in Section 5 for an 

activity-based cost reporting system, and in Section 6 for a reporting system that is ex

tended to include opportunity costs. We can illustrate the latter for the activity network 

defined in Example 2.6. A report to manager i takes the form ai = (aiO, bi , Ci, r i) , where 

Ci and ri are vectors of production and opportunity costs respectively. The number aiO 

is the aggregate cash flow of activities other than i, aiO = L:j~i YjO, and bi is a vector 

representing the net demand or supply of the other activities for the internal commodities. 

For example, at the plan (Yn~=1 in Example 2.6, 

aIO - * + * + * 7· Y20 Y30 Y40 = , 
bu - -(Yil + Y;l + Y:I) = 2; 

bI2 - -(Yi2 + Y;2 + Y:2) = o. 
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The production and opportunity cost vectors Ci and ri are as defined in Example 2.6, 

except that Cii = ° for each cost activity i. The reported cost Cii is set at zero because 

the production cost of commodity i results from manager i's proposed action, and 

is embodied in the measured performance of activity i, rather than being reported to 

manager i as a function of other managers' proposals. Recall from Example 2.6 that 

the plan (yi)i resulted in the production costs ci = c; = 1 and the opportunity costs 

rr = ri = 3. Hence Cl = (0,1), C2 = (1,0), C3 = C4 = (1,1), and ri = (3,3) for all 

i = 1, ... ,4. 

As a function of the accounting report al and a proposed action Yl, the measured 

performance of activity 1 is defined as 

7rl(al,Yl) - a10 + YlO - rll(Yll - bll )-

- 7 + YlO - 3(Yll - bll )-, 

where x- = max{ -x, O}. The full definition of 7rl in Section 6 is more involved, but 

since commodity 2 is not used by activity 1, the expression above omits the irrelevant 

terms involving commodity 2. 

The measured performance of activity 1 is simply the profit of the firm, alO + YlO, 

minus an opportunity cost penalty for producing less than the demand bll . The measured 

performance of cost activity 2 is defined exactly analogously. 

Revenue activity 3 receives the supply report 

b3l - -(yrl + Y2l + Y:l) - -1 

b32 - -(Yr2 + Y22 + Y:2) - -1, 

and has measured performance defined by 

7r3(a3, Y3) = a30 + Y30 + C3l(Y31 - b31 )+ + C32(Y32 - b32)+ 

- r31(Y31 - b31 )- - r32(Y32 - b32 )-

= ° + Y30 + (Y31 + 1)+ + (Y32 + 1)+ 

3(Y31 + 1)- - 3(Y32 + 1)-, 
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where x+ = max{x,O}. Thus 1I'3(a3, Y3) is the profit of the firm, a30 + Y30, plus a 

bonus for reducing production cost by using less than the amount of input supplied, minus 

an opportunity cost penalty for demanding more than the amount of input supplied. The 

function 11'4 is defined exactly analogously. 

The function 11'1 gives manager 1 no incentive to supply commodity 1 in excess 

of the demand bll , and penalizes excess supply via the additional cash expenditure 

represented by Y10' Thus, in a budget equilibrium, 2::=1 Yil :5 O. If there is excess 

demand, so that 2::=1 Yil < 0, then the definition of opportunity cost ensures that at 

least one revenue activity is penalized by an amount equal to or greater than the revenue 

that would be lost by cutting back demand. Hence, in a budget equilibrium, there is no 

excess demand or supply of any internal commodity, so all penalties and bonuses are zero, 

and the measured performance of every activity is exactly the profit of the firm. This 

implies that in comparing any two distinct budget equilibria, the performance measures 

of every activity are congruent with profit. This property of performance measurement is 

termed profit-seeking in Section 4. 

The profit-seeking property is important because accounting information alone is 

insufficient to support the selection of profit-maximizing plans. In order to maximize 

profit, managers must somehow communicate and share 'additional information as well. 

Therefore performance measures, though based on accounting information alone, should 

not discourage managers from sharing and using additional information. 

Recall from Example 2.6 that all four activities have a linear technology except that 

the two cost activities are prevented by capacity limits from expanding beyond their present 

output. It is easily verified that (ai, Y;):=l is a budget equilibrium, where the reports ai 

are defined above. Now suppose that managers 3 and 4 communicate with one another 

and discover that both are using the same inputs but activity 3 earns more revenue than 

4. Then the functions 11'3 and 11'4 motivate the managers to propose Y~ = (10, -2, -2) 
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and Y~ = (0,0,0) respectively. If 7r4 measured only activity 4's contribution to profit, 

manager 4 would resist shutting down. 

Of course, the collusion that achieves the profit-maximum in this example is not pre

dicted by the model. Rather, the performance functions guide managers to use whatever 

information they acquire, however they acquire it, to increase the profit of the firm. How

ever, the profit-seeking property violates an accepted tenant of performance measurement, 

namely that a manager's measured performance should be based only on factors that the 

manager controls. As Davidson, Maher, Stickney, and Weil (1985, p. 447) state, "The 

basic principle is that employees are assigned responsibility for what they can control, 

and their performance is measured in terms of things they can control." The fact that 

the function 7ri includes cash flows from activities j =f:. i violates this basic principle. 

However, the violation of this principle in order to ensure that managers have the same 

goal as the firm seems in keeping with the "team-oriented" management style that some 

authors have asserted is characteristic of Japanese management and should be adopted by 

American firms (e.g. Hiromoto (1991». 

We close this section with a general discussion of several issues related to the present 

model and possible future extensions. 

Fixed Cost: The justification for the use of accounting costs to identify unprofitable 

products and activities that should be out-sourced rests on Assumption D. The downscaling 

assumption prevents the cash expenditure component of an action, YiO, from containing 

any fixed expenditures. Of course, fixed expenditures should be excluded from costs to 

be used for decision-making unless they are decision-relevant. However, the fixed-variable 

cost dichotomy is a simplistic abstraction that is unlikely to have a clear implementation 

except in an ad hoc fashion for specific decisions. A general system for accumulating and 

reporting costs cannot incorporate the fixed-variable distinction needed for every potential 
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decision. It is therefore essential to reinterpret or reformulate Assumption D to allow for 

expenses that cannot be down-scaled during the time horizon of the budgeting process. 

Fixed expenses are typically interpreted as expenses that have been committed in 

order to provide productive capacity (e.g. Cooper and Kaplan (1992)). The use of fixed 

cost in determining investment decisions that lead to the the optimal capacity level has 

been modeled by Jordan (1990) and Anctil (1993), though only for very simple activity 

networks. A subsequent paper by Jordan, Anctil and Mukherji (1994), extends Anctil's 

investment model to the multi-activity setting of the present model to incorporate the 

allocation of fixed expenses in support of production and investment decisions. 

Uncertainty: It has become customary in managerial accounting theory to model asym

metric information through the use of subjective probability distributions. Following this 

approach, manager i's uncertainty about the set of feasible actions available to manager 

j, y j, would be represented by a probability measure over the set of all possible sets Y j. 

This approach leads to the determination of plans that are, in some sense, expected profit 

maximizing conditional on accounting information. 

This paper takes the more conservative approach of seeking conclusions that are 

independent of subjective probabilities. The present model allows only two states of initial 

knowledge: certainty and ignorance. Manager i knows yi but knows of Y j only that 

it satisfies Assumption D. This description of asymmetric information is too coarse to 

inc~rporate the possibility of manager i rejecting a plan on the grounds that its profit 

is significantly less than maximal with high subjective probability. In the present model, 

manager i rejects a plan only if it cannot possibly be profit-maximal. While there are 

many problems in managerial accounting for which subjective probability is an appealing 

concept, the problem of designing an accounting system to be used by numerous individuals 

whose subjective beliefs cannot be anticipated by the designer seems to require a coarser 
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concept of asymmetric information. For this reason, one should not interpret the present 

model as excluding uncertainty merely because of the absence of probability distributions. 

The absence of randomness does, however, prevent the model from including pre

cautionary activities. For example, any extension of the model to include the activity 

of maintaining an inventory as a buffer stock against unanticipated breakdowns would 

necessarily involve the probability of breakdowns. 

Nonvolume Cost Drivers: ABC advocates stress the importance of product costs 

that are not proportional to product volume as a principal reason for adopting an ABC 

system. In the present model, product volume does not appear, since the output of a 

revenue activity is measured simply as revenue, rather than units of goods or services sold. 

Activity costs are allocated according to activity usage, which is the transactions base that 

is customary in ABC systems (e.g, Cooper and Kaplan (1988)). For each cost activity, 

the cost driver is units of the activity itself, so the full range of nonvolume cost drivers is 

allowed. However, if an activity i uses a cost activity j that is batch-driven, such as 

setups, and the batches are large relative to the volume of activity i, or if activity j is 

a product development activity, such as technical drawing, then activity i may violate 

the down-scaling assumption to an extent that makes the ABC unit cost of activity i 

significantly overstate the potential savings from down-scaling. 

Linearity and Separability: The final example in this section shows that activity 

networks satisfying all of the assumptions mentioned above can easily posses nonlinear 

nonseparable cost functions. Consider an activity network consisting of two revenue ac

tivities, z = 2,3, that use the output of a single cost activity, z = 1. Each rev

enue activity z receives revenue from the sale of a product at a price Pi. One unit 

of the internal commodity is required for each unit of product sold. More precisely, 

yi = { (YiO, Yil): for some qi;::: 0, YiO :5 Piqi and Yil :5 -qi}, i = 2,3. Thus 
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each revenue activity has a linear technology. The cost activity, however, has a quadratic 

cost function: y1 = {(Y10,Yll): Y10 ~ -yrd. The total cost needed to produce q1 

and q2 efficiently is -Y10 = (q1 + q2)2, which is neither linear nor separable in q1 and 

q2. In this network, each yi is convex as well as satisfying the down-scaling assumption. 

3. Activity Networks 

This section provides the formal model of a firm as a network of cost and revenue 

activities. 

3.1 Definitions: There are m internal commodities and n activities, where n > m 2: 1. 

An activity i ~ m is termed a cost activity, and an activity i > m is termed a revenue 

activity. An activity network is a binary relation --+ on {I, ... , n} with the property 

that for each i,j, if i --+ j then i =I j and i ~ m, and for each j = m + 1, ... , n there 

is some i ~ m with z --+ J. 

An action for activity i is a vector Yi E Rm+1, written Yi = (YiO, Yi1, ... ,Yim). 

For each i = 1, ... , m, let pi = {Yi E Rm+1: YiO ~ 0, Yii 2: 0; YiO < 0 if Yii > 0; 

and for each j = 1, ... ,m with j =I i, Yij ~ 0 if j --+ i and Yij = 0 otherwise}. For 

each i = m + 1, ... ,n, let pi = {Yi E Rm+1: YiO 2: 0; if YiO > 0 then Yij < 0 for 

some j > 1; and for each j = 1, ... , m, Yij ~ 0 if j --+ i and Yij = 0 otherwise}. Let 

p = 117=1 pi, with generic element (Yi)7=1' or more simply (Yi)i. A plan is an element 

(Yi)i E P. Let po = {(Yi)i E P: Yii > 0 for each i = 1, ... , m}. 

3.2 Remarks: The binary relation --+ specifies the potential resource flows within the 

firm. If i --+ j then activity j may use internal commodity i, the output of activity 

i, as an input. The sets pi embody the restriction that a cost activity has a nonpositive 

cash flow, YiO ~ 0, and a revenue activity has a nonnegative cash flow, YiO 2: o. The 

requirements that for a cost activity, positive output requires a nonzero cash expenditure, 
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and for a revenue activity, positive revenue requires a nonzero amount of some input, are 

made for the simplifying purpose of excluding costless production. The set pO is the set 

of plans at which every cost activity is active in the sense of producing nonzero output. 

3.3 Definitions: For each activity i, a fea3ible 3et or technology, is a set yi C pi. A 

firm is an n-tuple (yi)i C P. A plan (Yi)i E P is fea3ible for a firm (yi)i if 

F.l) 

F.2) 

Yi E yi for each i = 1, ... ,nj and 
n 

L Yij ;::: 0 for each j = 1, ... , m. 
i=1 

Define the profit function 7ro: P -+ R by 7ro ((Yi)i) = E?=1 YiO· A plan (yi) i E P is 

profit-maximal for a firm (yi)i if (yi)i is feasible and 7ro ((yi)i) ;::: 7ro ((Yi)i) for every 

feasible plan (Yi)i. A plan (yi)i E P is individually efficient for a firm (yi)i if it is 

feasible and for each i, there does not exist y~ E yi satisfying y~i ;::: - Ei'#i Yi'i for 

all j = 1, ... , m and y~o > YiO. 

A plan (yi)i E P is a 3emi-linear optimum (SLO) if the problem 

n 

maxlmlze L .Ai yio 
i=1 

subject to 0 =::;.Ai < 1, i = 1, ... ,nj and 
n 

L .Ai yii ;::: 0, j = 1, ... , m 
i=1 

has .Ai = 1 for all z as a solution. 

3.4 Remarks: The feasibility condition (F.2) can be interpreted as stating that there are 

no beginning inventories of internal commodities. All plans of interest will satisfy (F.2) 

with equality, so there will be no ending inventories either. Individual efficiency occurs 

when no activity can produce a better cash flow and still meet the input and output 

constraints required for feasibility. A profit-maximal plan is individually efficient-, but 
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individually efficient plans need not be profit-maximal Note that unlike the definitions of 

feasible and profit-maximal, the definition of semi-linear optimum does not refer to a firm. 

3.5 Definitions: Let :Fd denote the set of all firms (yi)i such that for each z, yi 

satisfies 

D) for each Yi E yi and each 0 < .A :::; 1, .A Yi E yi 

Let :Fe denote the set of all firms (yi)i such that for each z, yi satisfies 

C) o E yi and yi IS convex. 

3.6 Remarks: Suppose that a plan (yi)i is feasible for a firm (yi)i E :Fd, and that 

o :::; .Ai :::; 1 for each i. Then by (D), (.AiYi)i is also feasible for (yi) if E~=l.Ai Yij ~ 0 

for every j = 1, ... , m. It follows that if (yi)i is profit-maximal then (yi)i is a semi-

linear optimum. Since :Fe C :Fd, profit-maximal plans for firms in :Fe are also semi-linear 

optima. For each plan (yi)i E P we can define a firm by yi = {Yi E pi: Yi = .A Y; 

for some 0 < .A :::; I}. Then (yi)i E :Fe, and if (yni is a semi-linear optimum, (yi)i 

is profit-maximal for the firm (yi)i so defined. Hence every semi-linear optimum is 

profit-maximal for some firm in :Fe. 

3.7 Definition: A plan (yi)i is a complete reporting optimum (eRO) for a firm (yi)i 

if for each z, the problem 

maxImIze YiO + L .Ai' yi,o 
i'#i 

subject to 0:::; .Ai' < 1 for all i' =f:. ij 

Yij + L .Ai' yt j ~ 0 for all j = 1, ... ,mj and 
i'#i 

Yi E yi 
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has Yi = Y; and .Ai' = 1 for all i' =f= i as a solution. 

3.8 Remarks: For a firm in :Fd, a profit-maximal plan must be a complete reporting 

optimum, and a complete reporting optimum must be a semi-linear optimum. 

The binary relation -+, which captures the sense in which a firm is a network, is 

embedded in the definitions of pi and yi, and thus :Fd and :Fe. The network specifies 

the potential resource flows among activities, but the actual flows may be fewer. For 

example, suppose that 1 -+ 2 but it is not the case that 2 -+ 3. Then a plan (Ydi E P 

must have Y32 = 0, but may also have Y22 > 0 and Y21 = O. The relation -+ will 

not be referred to explicitly until Section 5, in connection with out-sourcing decisions. It 

becomes more pervasively important in Section 6. In the absence of assumptions to the 

contrary, the relation -+ may be assumed to be the maximal relation, that is, i -+ j 

whenever i =f= j and ism. This relation places no restriction on resource flows aside 

from preserving the distinction between cost and revenue activities. 

4. Budget Mechanisms 

A budget mechanism has three elements: a reporting process which reports to each 

manager some information about the actions proposed by other managers, budget functions 

which translate actions proposed by managers into budgeted actions, and performance 

me~ures which each manager seeks to maximize. 

4.1 Definitions: For each activity z, let Ai be a set, with generic element ai, and 

let A = I1~1 Ai. For each i, let ai: I1i :F i(Ai x pi) -+ Ai, let f3i: Ai X pi -+ pi, 

and let 1I"i: Ai x pi -+ R. The function ai is a reporting junction, f3i is a budget 

junction, and 1I"i is a performance measurement junction. A budget mechanism is an 

n-tuple (Ai, ai, f3i, 1I"i)i. 
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4.2 Remarks: The function 0i represents the process by which central management 

aggregates the information (aj, Yj)j#i into the report ai. The need to allow ai to 

depend on aj as well as the proposed activity vector Yj, j =/:- i, will become clear 

when activity-based costing is defined in the next section. To ensure that the reports are 

determinate, we need to assume that each feasible n-tuple of proposed activity vectors 

(Yi)i is consistent with at most one n-tuple (ai)i. 

4.3 Assumption A: For each plan (Yi)i E pO satisfying '2:,iYij 2:: 0 for all j = 1, ... ,m, 

there is at most one (ai)i E A satisfying ai = oi((aj,Yj)j#i) for all i. 

4.4 Definition: Given a budget mechanism (Ai, 0i, f3i, 7ri)i' a budget equilibrium for a 

firm (yi)i is an n-tuple (ai, yi)i satisfying 

1) a'!' - oi((aj, Yj)j::FJ for each z· 
I , 

2) Y; - f3i(ai, yi) for each z· , 

3) Y; maXImIzes 7ri( ai, .) on f3i(ai, pi) n yi for each t. 

4.5 Remarks: A budget equilibrium consists of an accounting report ai and a proposed 

action yi for each i. Equilibrium condition (1) is simply the defining condition for 

the reports. Condition (2) simplifies the equilibrium concept by forcing the proposed 

and budgeted actions to be identical in equilibrium. Condition (3) is the individual 

maximization condition for managers. The performance of activity i is measured as a 

function, 7ri, of the report ai and the budgeted action f3i(ai, yi). Condition (3) 

states that the proposal yi maximizes 7ri (ai, f3i( ai, Yi)) subject to Yi E pi and 

f3i( ai, Yi) E yi. The constraint that Yi E pi merely defines the set of possible proposals. 

The constraint that f3i (ai, Yi) E yi reflects the fact that manager i will be expected to 

achieve the budgeted act'ion f3i( ai, Yi). 
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4.6 Definitions: Given a budget mechanism (Ai, ai, (3i, 7ri)i' let F denote a set of 

firms. The budget mechanism is profit-compatible on F if 

PC) for each (yi)i E F and each (Yi)i E P, if (Ydi is profit-maximal for (yi)i then 

there exists (a unique) (ai)i E A such that (ai, Yi)i is a budget equilibrium for 

Define £(F) C n:=l(Ai Xpi) by £(F) = {(ai,Yi)i: (ai,Yi)i is a budget equilibrium for 

some (yi)i E F}. The budget mechanism is profit-seeking on F if it is profit-compatible 

on F and 

PS) for each (ai, Yi)i' (ai, yDi E £(F) 7ro (Yi)i) > 7ro (yDi) if and only if 

7riCaj,Yj) ~ 7rj(aj,yj) for all j. 

4.7 Remarks: Profit-compatibility means only that the profit-maximal plans are among 

the budget equilibrium plans. A profit-seeking budget mechanism has the "open-architec

ture" property that if managers are able to move to a new budget equilibrium that gives 

them higher measured performance, perhaps by sharing information outside the reporting 

process, then they will also increase the profit of the firm. 

The remainder of this section is devoted to two extreme examples of budget mech

anisms: The first achieves the set of complete reporting optima as the set of budget 

equilibrium plans, while the second reports so little information that every individually 

efficient plan is a budget equilibrium plan. 

4.8 The Complete Reporting Mechanism: For each i, let Ai = n#i pj, with 

generic element ai = (aij)j~i' where aij E pj foreachj. Defineai: nj~i(AjxPj) -+ Ai 

by ai(aj,Yj)j~;) = (Yj)#i' define (3i: Ai X pi -+ pi by (3i(ai,Yi) = Yi, and define 
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11" i: Ai X pi -+ R by 

11"i(ai, Yi) = max { t Aj YjO 

j=l 

n 

2:(1- Aj): 0::; Aj ::; 1 
j=l 

for all j = 1, ... , n, and t Aj Yjk > 0, k = 1, ... , m }, 
j=l 

4.9 Remarks: The complete reporting mechanism reports to each manager the actions 

proposed by all other managers. The reporting functions clearly satisfy Assumption A. 

The definition of {3i indicates that each manager's budgeted and proposed actions are 

identical even out of equilibrium. The performance measures are nearly the objective 

functions that appear in the definition of a complete reporting optimum, except for a 

penalty term for A j < 1. Thus the following Proposition is almost immediate. The term 

"complete reporting budget equilibrium" refers to a budget equilibrium of the complete 

reporting mechanism. 

4.9 Proposition: An n-tuple (at, yni is a complete reporting budget equilibrium for a 

firm (yi)i E Fd if and only if 

i) at = (yj) j~i for each ij and 

ii) (Yi)i is a complete reporting optimum for (yi)i. 

Moreover, the complete reporting mechanism is profit-seeking on Fd. 

Proof: Condition (i) is simply equilibrium condition 4.3(1). It is immediate from 

the definitions that if (yni is a complete reporting optimum for a firm (yi)i then 

((yj) j~i' yt) i is a complete reporting budget equilibrium. To prove the converse, suppose 

that ((Y1)j~i'Y:)i is a complete reporting budget equilibrium for a firm (yi)i E Fd. To 
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show that (yni is a complete reporting optimum for (yi)i' we need to show that for 

each i, the maximum in the definition of 7ri ((Yj)j#i'Y:) (4.8) is achieved at Aj = 1 

for all j. Since the maximization problem that defines 7ri is the same for all z, let 

(Aj)j achieve the maximum for all i. If Ai < 1 for some z, then 7ri ((Yj)#i'Y:) 

2: j Ajyjo - 2:;(1- Aj) < 2:jAjyjo - 2:j#i(l- Aj) - 7ri ((Yj)j#i,AiY:). Since 

(yi)i E Fd, and yi E yi, 3.5(D) implies that Ai yi E yi, which contradicts the 

equilibrium condition 4.4(3). Hence (yni is a complete reporting optimum. 

It follows that 7ri ((Yj)i#i'Y:) = 2:j=l yjo = 7ro((yj») for all i whenever 

((y}~) "..J."' y:)" is a complete reporting budget equilibrium for a firm in Fd. Hence the 
}rl I " 

complete reporting mechanism is profit-seeking on Fd. • 

4.10 Remarks: The demand mechanism, defined below, reports to each manager only 

the aggregate cash flow from other activities and the other activities' aggregate net supply 

or demand for each internal commodity. The budget functions constrain each activity to 

use no more than the net supply of each internal commodity, and, in the case of a cost 

activity i, to produce at least the quantity of commodity i demanded by other activities. 

The performance measure for each manager is profit, so the demand budget equilibrium 

plans are the individually efficient plans. The demand mechanism will be augmented 

by production cost information in Section 5, and further augmented by opportunity cost 

information in Section 6. 

4.11 The Demand Mechanism: For each i, let Bi = {b E Rm : for some x E R, 

(x, b) E pi}, and let Ai = R X Bi for each i, with generic element ai = (aiO' bi). Define 

Qi: TIi#i(Aj x pj) --+ Ai by Qi((aj,Yi)i#i) = (aiO,bi), where 

aiO LYiO; and 
i#i 
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- L.j;#i Yji 

min{O, - L.j;#i Yjd 

o otherwise, 

if k = i; 

if k"# i and k -+ i; and 

for each k = 1, ... , m. Define f3i: Ai X pi -+ pi by f3i ((aiO' bi), Yi) - yr, where 

yto - YiO; and 

ytj - max{bij , Yij}, j = 1, ... ,m. 

Finally, define 7r i: Ai X pi -+ R by 

4.12 Proposition: An n-tuple (at, yni is a demand budget equilibrium for a firm (yi)i 

if and only if 

i) 

ii) 

ai = (}i((aj, yj) j#J for each i and 

(Yi)i is individually efficient for (yi)i. 

Moreover, the demand mechanism is profit-seeking on F, where F is the set of all firms. 

Proof: The Proposition is a direct consequence of the definitions. • 

5. Activity-Based Costing 

This section adds activity cost information to the reports generated by the Demand 

Mechanism. The performance functions are redefined to indicate the amount of cost saved 

when input usage is reduced. Activity-based costing accumulates the cost of each activity 

in a separate cost pool, and allocates the costs using some transaction or usage measure 

as a base for each activity (e.g. Cooper and Kaplan (1988, p. 99)). In the present model, 
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we are assuming that each activity produces a measurable output, so the usage of output 

provides a natural allocation base. 

The present model is more intricate than the usual example of ABC because it 

permits reciprocal interactions among activities, which complicates the accumulation of 

costs for each activity. The well-known "reciprocal method" of allocating service depart-

ment costs provides the correct algebra for the present model, but the matrix inversion 

used in the reciprocal method is not informationally consistent with partial reporting. In 

particular, the manager of a cost activity i cannot determine the effect of the choice 

of Yi on the costs computed via the reciprocal method without knowing Yj for other 

cost activities j. However, the representation of the reciprocal method as the limit of a 

sequence of more direct aliocations suggests a way of incorporating the reciprocal method 

in a partial reporting process. More precisely, the cost computation incorporated in the 

Qi functions can be interpreted as one step in the iterative process that converges to the 

reciprocal allocation. In a budget equilibrium, the equilibrium condition 4.4(1) ensures 

that the limit is achieved. 

5.1 The ABC Mechanism: For each i, let Ci = {Ci E R+ : Cii = o} if i ~ m, and 

C i = R+ if i > m, and let Ai = R X Bi X Ci. Define Qi : TI#i(Aj x pj) -+ Ai by 

Qi ((aj, Yj )j#i) = (aiO, bi, Ci), where aiO and bi are defined as in the Demand Mechanism 

(4.11), and 

C 
.. _ {-(YjO + E~=l Cjk Yjk) / Yjj 
I) - ° if Yjj = 0, 

if Y ·· > 0· and )) , 

for each j = 1, ... , m, j i= i. The budget function Pi is defined exactly as In 

the Demand Mechanism. Finally, define 7ri : Ai X pi -+ R by 7ri ((aiO' bi, Ci), Yi) -

aiQ + YiO + EJ=l Cij{Yij - bij )+, where x+ denotes max{x,O} for any number x. 

5.2 Remarks: The ABC Mechanism augments the Demand Mechanism by informing 
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each manager i of the unit production cost, Cij, of commodity j. Note that for each 

i, i' =F j, Cij = Ci' j, so all managers i =F j receive the same unit cost figure for commodity 

j. The performance function 7ri indicates to manager i that reducing the usage of 

commodity j by one unit is equivalent to increasing profit by Cij. The budget function 

f3i does not permit manager i to use more than -bij units of j, but 7ri credits 

manager i for Cij times the amount by which -bij exceeds manager i's demand -Yij. 

Thus 7ri motivates manager i to seek, within the feasible set yi, alternative plans 

which meet the demand -bii for commodity i but reduce the usage of commodity ) 

at the additional expense, in cash, of less than Cij times the amount by which input ) 

is reduced. In this way, the ABC Mechanism guides the substitution of cash expense for 

the usage of internal commodities. 

One way to substitute cash expense for the usage of internal commodity j is to 

purchase j, or some substitute for j, from an external supplier. For a revenue activity, 

another way to substitute cash expense for input usage is to reduce the scale of operations, 

or to shut down. Thus the ABC game guides both out-sourcing and the elimination 

of unprofitable revenue activities. However, many potential managerial decisions are not 

guided by the ABC Mechanism. The substitution possibilities permitted by the budget 

functions are one-dimensional and one-directional. Input j cannot be substituted for cash 

expense, since f3i does not permit manager i's budgeted usage of j to exceed -bij . 

For the same reason, input j cannot be substituted for another input j'. Thus, in the 

ABC Mechanism, decisions which require an increase in the usage of some input would 

most naturally require collusion among managers to increase the allowed usage -bij . 

Theorem 5.9 states that the ABC Mechanism is profit-seeking on Fd, so collusion is 

encouraged if it serves to increase profit. 

We first need to verify that the functions (}:i are well-behaved. In particular, we 

need to show that Assumption A is satisfied. The coordinates aiO and bi are the same 
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as in the Demand Mechanism, so it only remains to verify that the cost coordinates are 

uniquely defined. The unit cost Cij of commodity j is determined simply by adding 

the cash and input costs for activity j, -(YjO + 2:';=1 Cjj' Yjj') and dividing by the 

output Yjj (since Cjj = 0, Yjj does not enter the numerator). The definition of unit 

cost is straightforward unless there are circular product flows. For example, if Y21 < 0, 

Y32 < ° and Y13 < 0, it is not obvious that unit costs for commodities 1,2 and 3 can be 

consistently and uniquely defined. In fact, there is one case in which the above formula for 

unit costs breaks down. Suppose that activities 1 and 2, for example, produce only for 

each other. In particular, let Yl = (-1,1, -1,0, ... ,0) and Y2 = (-1, -1, 1, 0, ... ,0). 

Then iterating the above formula drives Cil and Ci2 to infinity. 

In general" the requirement that Cij = -(YjO + 2:j'=1 Cjj' Yii') / Yjj for each i 

and each j = 1, ... , m such that i =F j, since it implies Cij = Ci' j for all i, i' =F j, 

reduces to the requirement that a vector c· = R+ satisfy 

1) 
n 

-YiO = L c; Yji for all i = 1, ... ,m, 
j=1 

where cj serves as Cij for all i =F j . The system of equations (1) can be solved for c· 

uniquely as 

2) c· 

where Y is the matrix (Yij) l~i~m, Yo is the column vector (YI0, ... , YmO), and c· IS 
l~j~m 

the column vector (ci, ... , c~), provided that Y is invertible and the resulting c· IS 

nonnegative. Of course, (2) is exactly the reciprocal method. In the example mentioned 

at the end of the previous paragraph, Y is singular because the first two rows sum to 

zero. In any case, the verification of Assumption A is nontrivial. 

In economic theory, the valuation of produced inputs in linear technologies by (2) 

is due to Leontief (the standard reference is Dorfman, Samuelson and Solow (1958)). The 
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relation between the reciprocal method of service department cost allocation and the Leon-

tief input-output model is discussed in Kaplan (1973) and other papers referenced therein. 

Staubus (1971, Chapter 8) applies the Leontief input-output model to obtain standard 

costs in activity networks. The activity network model in the present paper is closest to 

that of Staubus. However, Staubus' derivation of standard costs relies on the conventional 

assumptions that the technology is linear with fixed input-output coefficients and that the 

technology is known by central management, or at least by the accountant in charge of 

computing standard costs. 

The present paper drops the assumption of centralized information and replaces 

the technological restrictions with the much weaker down-scaling assumption. As a result, 

ABC unit costs cannot be directly derived via (2), nor is it permissible even to assume that 

the matrix Y is nonsingular. Rather, (2) must be inferred from the budget equilibrium 

conditions. This requires a somewhat unconventional mathematical development of the 

input-output model, which is provided in a technical appendix to this paper. An excellent 

brief mathematical exposition of the traditional input-output model is given by Nikaido 

(1968). 

5.3 Proposition: The ABC Mechanism satisfies Assumption A. 

Proof: Let (Yi)i E pO satisfy 1::=1 Yij :2: 0 for all j = 1, ... ,n. We need to show that 

there is at most one n-tuple (adi = (aio,bi,Ci)i E A satisfying 

3) 

It is clear that (3) determines each aiO and bi uniquely, so it suffices to show that there 

is at most one n-tuple (Ci)i E R+n satisfying 

4) 
{ 

0 if 

Cij = -(YjO 

Z =}i and 

if i =I- j. 
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The case Yjj ·0 does not arise since (Yi)i E pO. Since (4) implies that eij = ei'j for 

all i, it i- j, the proof reduces to showing that there is at most one e· E R+ satisfying 

m 

ei - -(YjO + Lei, Yjj') / Yjj for all j = 1, ... , m. 
j'=l 

The proposition now follows from Lemma A.5 and A.6. 

5.4 Remarks: The budget equilibria of the ABC mechanism are easily characterized. 

They are simply equilibria of the demand mechanism that have the additional property 

that for each activity, the cost saved by reducing the usage of any or all inputs would be 

less than the resulting cash expense. 

5.5 Proposition: Let (ai,Yi)i E n~=l(Ai x pi) satisfy ai = (}:i((a;,Yj)j:;ei) for all z. 

Then (ai, Yi)i is an ABC budget equilibrium for a firm (yi)i if and only if 

i) (Yi)i is feasible and individually efficient for (yi)ij 

ii) there is a vector e· E R+ satisfying for each j = 1, ... , m 

and i i- j, and for each i = 1, ... , m 
m 

YiO + L ci Yij = 0 if Yii > OJ 
j=l 

ei = 0 if and only if Yii = OJ and 

iii) for each z, Yi maxImIzes 

ZiO + Lci Zij 
j:F i 

subject to Zi E yi and Zij > - LYi' j 
i':Fi 

for all j = 1, ... , m. 
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Proof: Condition (ii) is equivalent to the equilibrium condition 4.4(1) applied to the 

cost coordinates (Ci)i of the reports (ai\. The condition that ci = 0 only if Yii = 0 

follows from the property that YiO + L:J=1 c; Yij = 0 if Yii > 0 and the property imposed 

in the definition of pi (3.1) that YiO < 0 if Yii > o. Condition (iii) is a restatement of 

the equilibrium condition 4.4(3) for the ABC mechanism. Condition (i) follows from 

(iii) and the fact that cj;::: 0 for all j. 

5.6 Theorem: If (ai, Yi)i is an ABC budget equilibrium for a firm (yi)i E Fd, then 

(Yi)i is a semi-linear optimum. 

Proof: Let (ai, Yi)i be an ABC budget equilibrium for a firm (yi)i E Fd. First suppose 

that Yii = 0 for some i ~ m. Since (yi\ E Fd, 3.5(D) implies that >'Yi E yi for each 

o ~ >. ~ 1. Therefore, by Proposition 5.5(iii), YiO = 0 and Yij = 0 for each j with 

cj > O. If, for some j, cj = 0, then it follows from Proposition 5.5(ii), that Yjj = o. If 

Yjj = 0 then the definition of Pi (4.11) implies that Yij = O. Hence, for any i ~ m, 

if Yii = 0 then Yi = o. Therefore, in proving that (Yi)i is a semi-linear optimum, any 

cost activity i with Yii = 0 can be ignored, so we can assume without loss of generality 

that (Yi)i E po. It now follows from Proposition 5.5 (ii) and Lemma A.5 that there are 

no redundant activities. Therefore Proposition 5.5 (iii), Lemma A.8(h), and Lemma A.9 

imply that (Yi)i is a semi-linear optimum. • 

5. 'r Proposition: Let (yi)i E Fd and let (Yi)i be a complete reporting optimum for 

(yi)i. Then there exists ai E Ai for each i such that (ai, Yi)i is an ABC budget 

equilibrium for (yi)i. 

Proof: Since (Yi)i is a complete reporting optimum, (Yi)i satisfies Proposition 5.5(i). 

Since (yi)i E Fd , (Yi)i is a semi-linear optimum. Hence L:~1 Yij = 0 for all 

j = 1, ... , m, there are no redundant activities (Definition A.2), and if, for some cost 
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activity i, Yii = 0, then Yi = o. Therefore any cost activity i with Yii = 0 can 

be ignored, so we can assume without loss of generality that (Yi)i E pO. Then the first 

assertion of Lemma A.6 implies the existence of c· E R++ satisfying YiO + Ej=l cj Yij = 0 

for all i=1, ... ,m. For each i=1, ... ,n and each j=1, ... ,m,let Cij=cj if i=l-j, 

and let Cii = o. Then (Ci)i satisfies Proposition 5.5(ii). 

To verify Proposition 5.5(iii), suppose by way of contradiction that there is some 

activity i, and some yi E yi satisfying yi j ~ - Ei/¢i Yi' j for all j = 1, ... , m such 

that Yio +.Ej¢i cj yi j > YiO + Ej¢i cj Yij. First suppose that i is a revenue activity. 

Then Lemma A.ll (with i=n) shows that (Yi)i is not a complete reporting optimum. If 

i is a cost activity, then A.13 (with i = 1) shows that (Yi)i is not a complete reporting 

optimum. This contradiction proves that Proposition 5.5(iii) is satisfied, which also implies 

that Proposition 5.5(i) is satisfied. 

For each i, let aiO = Ej¢i YjO, let bij = - Ek¢i Ykj for each j = 1, ... , m, and 

let ai = (aiO,bi,ci). Then by Proposition 5.5, (ai,Yi)i is an ABC budget equilibrium 

for (yi)i. • 

5.8 Remarks: Theorem 5.6 indicates that the ABC Mechanism is much more dis

criminating than the Demand Mechanism. At an ABC budget equilibrium no revenue 

activities are causing costs that exceed their revenues. Since ABC reporting is less than 

complete, the ABC Mechanism cannot reject any complete reporting optimum, which is 

the. content of Proposition 5.7. As illustrated in Example 2.1, the set of AB C budget 

equilibrium plans is typically larger than the set of complete reporting optima and smaller 

than the set of semi-linear optima. The next results shows that the ABC Mechanism has 

the "open-architecture" property of encouraging additional beneficial coordination among 

managers. 

5.9 Theorem: The ABC mehcanism is profit-seeking on :Fd. 
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Proof: Since a profit-maximal plan is also a complete reporting optimum, Proposition 5.7 

implies that the ABC mechanism is profit-compatible on :Fd. Let (ai,Yi)i be an ABC 

budget equilibrium for some (yi)i E :Fd. By Theorem 5.6, (Yi)i is a semi-linear optimum, 

so Ei Yij = 0 for all j = 1, ... , m. Thus, by the definition of ai, Yij = bij for all i 

and all j = 1, ... , m. Therefore, 7ri( ai, Yi) = aiO + YiO = Ej~i YjO + YiO = 7ro ((Yj) j) 

for all i. • 

5.10 Remarks: Suppose that manager z has the opportunity to purchase internal 

commodity j, or some equivalent, from an external supplier at a price Pj. If the 

external purchase option is embodied in the definition of the feasible set yi, then 7ri 

guides manager i to make the external purchase if pj < cj and to continue to use the 

internal commodity if Pj > cj. The fact that every complete reporting optimum is an 

ABC budget equilibrium indicates that this criterion does not lead to dysfunctional out

sourcing decisions. However, as emphasized in 2.3, this fact may depend on the implication 

of 3.5(D) that the external purchase can be down-scaled at the same price per unit. If the 

price pj applies only to the replacement of the full amount -Yij, then 2.3 illustrates the 

possibility that the use of cj as the benchmark can be dysfunctional if activities i and j 

are reciprocally related. The final result of this Section, Theorem 5.12, states that if this 

case is excluded, then the costs reported by the ABC mechanism provide the appropriate 

benchmark for out-sourcing decisions. 

5.11 Definitions: Define the binary relation -+-+ on {I" ... n} as follows: i -+-+ j 

if there is a sequence {it} :=1 satisfying i1 = i, iT = j, and it -+ it+1 for all t < T. 

For each i, define u(i) = {j: j -+ i and not i -+-+ j}. 

5.12 Theorem: Let (ai, Yi)i be an ABC budget equilibrium for a firm (yi\ E :Fd. 

For any activity iO, any jO E u( iO) such that YiO jO < 0, and any PjO ~ 0, define the 
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vector YiO E pi by 

YiO j - Yio j for all j = 1, ... , m with j =f jO. 

Then there exist unique coefficients .Ai, with 0 < .Ai ::; 1 for all z = 1, ... , m with 

i =f iO satisfying 

5) L .AiYij + L Yij + YiOj = 0 for all j = 1" .... m. 

Moreover, 

m n 

6) L .Ai YiO + L YiO + YiOO > LYiO if and only if PjO < Cia jO • 

i=1 i .. m+1 i=1 
i~iO i~iO 

Proof: By Lemma A.I0 in the case that iO is a cost activity, or by Lemma A.ll (with 

iO = n) in the case that iO is a revenue activity, there exist unique coefficients .Ai with 

o ::; .Ai ::; 1 for all i = 1, ... , m, with i i= iO satisfying (5). Then it follows from 

Proposition 5.5(ii) and Lemma A.ll (with iO = n) in the case that iO is a revenue 

activity, or Lemma A.I0 in the case that iO is a cost activity, that the first inequality in 

(6) is satisfied if and only if 

m m 

7) YiOO + L Cij YiO j > YiOO + L Cij YiO j 
j=1 j=1 

By the definition of YiO, (7) is equivalent to PjO < CijO. • 

6. Activity-Based Opportunity Cost 

This section augments the ABC reporting system by reporting opportunity costs 

as well as the activity-based production costs defined in the preceding section. The oppor-

tunity cost of internal commodity j is conceptually defined to be the minimal reduction 
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in profit that would result if the supply (but not the production) of commodity j were 

marginally reduced. In general activity networks the opportunity cost can be computed 

by solving a linear programming problem. However, as indicated in Example 2.5, there is 

a simple recursive formula that provides an upper bound on the true opportunity cost and 

does not require complete reporting. In order to avoid the indeterminancy illustrated in 

Example 2.5, it is necessary to exclude reciprocal loops from the recursive computation of 

opportunity costs. 

6.1 Definitions: For each activity i:::; m, define d(i) = {j: i E u(j)}, and define 

£lOCi) = {j: there is a sequence {idi:l satisfying i l = i, i2 = j, iT > m, and for each 

t < T, it+l E d(i t )}. For each activity i, define uO(i) = {j: i E £lO(j)}. 

6.2 The ABOC Mechanism: For each activity i, define Ai = R X Bi X C i x R+ with 

generic element ai = (aio,bi,ci,ri). Define ai: IIj~i(AjxPj) --+ Ai by ai((aj,Yj)j~i) = 

(aiO,bi,ci,ri), where aiO, bi, and Ci are defined as in the ABC Mechanism, and 

ri = (rib"" rim) is defined as follows. Let D(i) = {j E £lO(i): Yji < 0 and either 

j > m or r jj > o}. Let 
rij - rjj for all j =f:. ij 

rii - 0 if D(i) = 0j and 

if D( i) =f:. 0, rii is the maximum of 0 and 

max{r : rjj Yjj + YjO + L Cjk Yjk + r Yji ;::: 0 
k~i 

for all j E D( i) such that j < mj and 

YjO + LCjkYjk + rYji;::: 0 
k~i 

for all j E D(i) such that j > m}. 

Define f3i: Ai X pi --+ pi by f3i (ai, Yi) = yt, where 

Yb _ y' iO - .0, 
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and for each j = 1, ... , m, 

max{ bij , Yij} - (Yij - bij )- /2 if j E uO(i) and rij > 0, or 

b if and D(i) =I 0; and Yij - t=) 

max{ bij , Yij} otherwise. 

Finally, define 7ri: Ai x pi -+ R by 7ri(ai, Yi) = aiO + YiO + Ei=l Cij(Yij - bij)+ 

Ei=l rij(Yij - bij )-, where x- = max{ -x, O} for any number x. 

6.3 Remarks: The opportunity cost rii is defined so that if every activity j that 

uses commodity i had to pay rii per unit, in addition to paying Cjj' for each unit 

of commodity j' =I i, then no activity would show a loss. The marginal activity, which 

would show a profit of zero, is the activity that should be down-scaled if the supply of 

commodity i is reduced. Thus rii measures the minimal reduction in profit that would 

be necessitated by a reduction in the supply of commodity i. The cost Cji = ci is 

not subtracted from rii so that, instead of communicating merely the profit lost if less 

of commodity i is produced, rii communicates to manager j how much additional 

revenue must be generated in order to justify diverting commodity i from the marginal 

activity to activity j. This interpretation of rii(= rji) is conveyed through the function 

7rj by charging manager j the price rji for additional units of commodity i. 

In the definition of j3i, the expression max{ bij , Yij} - (Yij - bij ) - / 2 may seem 

unduly cumbersome, since only the denominator 2 in the second term prevents the 

expression from simplifying to Yij. However, in certain cases involving linear technologies, 

manager i may be indifferent between Yij = bij and an interval of values Yij < bij , so 

setting ytj = Yij would create some infeasible budget equilibria. These could be removed 

by including a quadratic penalty term -(Yij - bij )2 in the definition of 7ri, but the 

proof of this is more cumbersome that the above definition of j3i. The requirements that 
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j E uo( i) or D( i) =1= 0 avoid reciprocal loops. The requirement that rij > 0 ensures 

that Yjj > 0, so that commodity j is being produced. 

The following Proposition justifies the view of the ABOC Mechanism as a refinement 

of the ABC Mechanism by stating that every ABOC equilibrium plan must also be an 

ABC equilibrium plan. The second assertion indicates that, in equilibrium, opportunity 

cost is at least as high as production cost whenever the former can be measured. 

6.4 Proposition: Suppose that (aio,bi,ci,ri; Yi)7=1 is an ABOC budget equilibrium 

for a firm (yi)i E Fd. Then (aw, bi, Ci; Yi)7=1 is an ABC budget equilibrium for (yi)i. 

Moreover, for each cost activity i, let ri = rii and let ci = Cji for all j =1= i. Then 

for each i such that ri > 0, ri ~ ci. 

Proof: For each i, aOi, bi, and Ci are determined exactly in the ABC Mechanism. 

By equilibrium condition 4.4(2), Yi = !3i(ai,Yi) for each i, so by the definition of !3i, 

Yij ~ bij for all i and all j = 1, ... . m. On the set {Yi E pi : . Yij ~ bij for all 

j = 1, ... , m}, the functions !3i(ai,·) and 7r'i(ai,·) are respectively identical to the ABC 

budget and performance measurement functions, which implies the first assertion of the 

Proposition. 

To prove the final assertion, let i ~ m with ri > o. Then D( i) =1= 0. First 

suppose that j E D( i) for some revenue activity j. Then by the first assertion and 

Proposition 5.5(iii), YjO + 2:::=1 Ck Yjk ~ O. Hence max{r: YjO + 2::k~i ck Yjk + rYji ~ 

O} ~ ci. Now suppose that j E D(i) for some j ~ m with ri ~ ci. Since 

ci = -(YjO + 2::k~jCk) / Yjj, it follows that max{r: riYjj+Yjo+ 2:::=; ckYjk+rYji ~ 

O} ~ ci. The result now follows by induction. • 

6.5 Remarks: The following Proposition states the seemingly innocuous result that for 

convex firms, a complete reporting optimum is also an ABOC budget equilibrium. Con-
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vexity is needed because the opportunity cost is a local measure, being the profit lost by 

diverting a commodity from the marginal activity. If a large diversion were made, the 

marginal activity might be shut down and other users might be down-scaled or shut down, 

resulting in higher losses per unit of commodity diverted. Proving the Proposition entails 

proving that the measured opportunity cost is in fact an upper bound on the cost of re-

allocation. This is accomplished by explicitly constructing the least-cost reallocation that 

a manager with a complete report (Yi)i could contemplate. This construction and the 

attendant input-output algebra are tortuous but unavoidable. 

6.6 Proposition: Let (yi)i E Fe and let (yni be a complete reporting optimum for 

(yi)i. Then there exists ai E Ai for each i such that (ai, yni is an ABOC equilibrium 

ABC budget equilibrium for (yi)i. Let (ri\ be determined by (Ci' Y?\ according to 

the reporting functions ai, and let ai = (aiO' bi, Ci, ri) for each z. We will prove that 

(ai,yni is an ABOC equilibriumfor (yi)i. For each j=l, ... ,m, let cj=Cij forall 

i i- j, and let 

Since (yni is a complete reporting optimum, 2::=1 Y?j = 0 for each j = 1, ... , m. 

Since bij = - 2:k~i Y~j' Y?j = bij for each i and each j = 1, ... ,m. 

Fix i, and let Yi E f3i(ai, pi) n yi. We need to show that 1I"i(ai, Yi) ~ 1I"i(ai, Y?). If 
. 

Yij ~ Y?j for all j = 1, ... ,m, this follows from Proposition 5.7 and the fact that 1I"i( ai, .) 

and f3i( ai, .) are identical to their ABC counterparts on the set {Yi E pi: Yij > bij 

for all j = 1, ... , m}. Therefore suppose that for some j, Y?j > Yij. Note that by the 

definition of 1I"i, 1I"i(ai, Yi) > 1I"i(ai, yn if and only if 1I"i(ai, ,Yi + (1 - ,)y?) ~ 1I"i(ai, y?) 

for every 0 < , ~ 1, and since yi is convex, ,Yi + (1- ,)Y? E yi for every 0 < , ~ 1. 

Therefore, by choosing , arbitrarily near 0 we can assume without loss of generality 
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that Yi is arbitrarily near Y? 

Let J + = {j: 1 ~ j ~ m and Yij > Y?j} and J _ - {j: 1 ~ j ~ m and 

Yij < Y?j}. Define yl E pi by 

1 _ {Ylo'j 
Yij 

Yij 

if j E J+ 

otherwise. 

or j = 0; and 

Then by Lemma A.13, (with i = 1) there exists (..\l)~=1 E [O,l]m such that 

(1) 

(2) 

m 

.-\} ylj + L.-\l yfj + 
11=1 
lI;6i 

o for all j = 1, ... , m, 

n 

.-\~ ylo - Y?o + L(.-\l- l)yfo - .-\~ ~ c":(y~. - y~.) 
I ~) I) I)· 

11=1 
lI;6i 

j¢i 

and 

Let y~ = .-\~ Yl, and for each k =I i, let Yk = .-\1 yf. Then by (2), 

(3) 
m 

7ro((Ykh) - 7ro((yfh) - .-\Hylo - Y?o + Lcj(ylj - Y?j)). 
j=l 
j;6i 

Let Yt = .-\~ Yi, and note that, as a consequence of Lemma A.6, as Yi approaches Y?, 

.-\~ approaches 1 for all i, and Yt approaches Y? In particular, we can assume that 

for all j E J_, Ytj < Y~j. 

Let j E J_. Then by the definition of Pi, either j E uO(i) and rj > 0 or i = j 

and D( i) =I 0. In either case, there is a sequence {id?:o with the following properties: 

4) 

5) r'!' 
It 

Zo -}, iT > m, and it+l E ct>(i t ) for all t < T; and 

{ 

(rit+1 Y?t+1 it+1 + Y?t+10 + l:i/¢it+1 ci, Y?t+1i/) / Y?t+1it 

(Y?TO + l:i/¢iT_1 ci, Y?Ti l ) / Y?TiT-1 if t = T - 1. 
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That is, the sequence {it}::o is the sequence that determines r;. Since y~ is proportional 

to Y2 for all k, (5) continues to hold if Y2 is replaced by y~ for all k. We will show 

that the increment (yi j - yrj) can be obtained by downscaling YiT. 

Let fl.j = (yi j - yrj) > 0, and let ,il = -fl.j/yid . Then 0 < ,il :::; 1. For each 

t = 1, ... , T - 1, define 

6) 

Choosing Yi sufficiently near y? ensures that fl. j is sufficiently small that 0 < 'it < 1 

for each t. For each activity k, let 

_ 
{

(I - ,it) if k = it 
A~ 

1 otherwise 

for some t> 0; and 

In particular, A~ - 1 for each k > m, k =/: "T. Then (6) implies that for each 

., 1 J = , ... ,m, 

7) 

Define y~ E pi by 

3 
Yij' 

fl.j if j' = j; 

o otherwise. 

and 

and 

and let y~ = y~ for each k =/: i. Then (7) implies that for each j' = 1, ... ,m, 

m 

8) L A~ y~j' + L y~j' + A~T ytj' > O. 
k=l 1I:=m+l 

11: Jf. iT 

It follows from (8) and Lemma A.6 that there exist coefficients Ak, k = 1, ... ,m such 

that 

m 

9) ~,3 ~ 3 ," 0 
L.J "'k Ykj' + L.J Ykj' + "'iT YiT j' -
k=l 1I:=m+l 

11: Jf. iT 
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for all j' = 1, ... , m. Define the plan (yth by 

yt - y~ if k > m, k -=J iT; and 

Thus for each j' = 1, ... , m, (9) implies 

n 

10) - ~ y~j' - (1 - A~T )Y~Ti" 
k=1 

It follows from (5) and (6) that 

m 

11) rjLlj = "'(j(Y~TO + ~ cj, y~Ti') + ckLl j 
j'=1 

Since 1 - A~T = "'(iT' (10), (11) and Lemma A.13 imply that 

12) 

Continuing in this fashion for each j E J -, we obtain a plan (yt) k and coefficients 

(Akh E [0, It satisfying yt = Ak y~ for each k -=J i and yt = Ai y;, and 
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13) 

14) 

7I"o((yth) -7I"0((Y~h) = - L rj(Y:j-Y:j)-
jEL 

+ (1- Ai) L cj(Y:j - Y~j)-. 
jEL 

m 

71"0 ((yth) - 71"0 ((Y~h) = -A~ (L rj(Yij - Y?j)-
j=l 

m 

- (1- Ai) LCj(Yij -Y?j)-). 
j=l 

Then (14) and (3) imply 

m 

71"0 ((yth) - 71"0 ((Y~h) - A~ (YiO - Y?o + L cj(Yij - Y?j)+ 

m 

i=l 
i ';" 

15) - L rj(Yij - Y?j)-
j=l 

m 

+ (1- Ai) LCj(Yij - Y?j)-). 
j=l 

Then (15) and the definition of 7I"i imply 

16) 

Recall that yt = Ai Y; = Ai Al Yi and for each k #- i, yt = Ak Ai YZ. Therefore, the fact 

that (YZ)k is a complete reporting optimum implies that 7I"o((yth) ~ 71"0 ((yZh), which 

together with (16) implies that 7I"i(ai, Vi) ~ 7I"i(ai, yn. • 

6.7 Theorem: The ABOC Mechanism is profit-seeking on :Fc. 

Proof: As mentioned in 3.8, for a firm in :Fd, a profit-maximal plan is also a complete 

reporting optimum. Therefore, since :Fc C :Fd, the preceding Proposition implies that the 
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ABOC mechanism is profit-compatible on :Fe. Let (yi)i E:Fe and let (aiO' bi, Ci, ri; Yi)i 

be an ABOC budget equilibrium for (yi)i. Then by Proposition 6.4, (aiO' bi, Ci; Yi) is 

an ABC equilibrium for (yi)i' so by Theorem 5.6, Yij = - 2:k¢i Ykj = bij for each 

i and each j = 1, ... , m. Then the definition of 1I"i implies that 1I"i(ai, Yi) = 11"0 ((Yk)k) 

for each i. • 

6.8 Remarks: Theorem 6.7, toghether with Propositions 6.6 and 6.4, indicate that the 

ABOC Mechanism preserves the desirable features of the ABC Mechanism while provid

ing managers with additional information. The additional information is still not equivalent 

to complete reporting, as shown by Example 2.7. In that example, when revenue activity 

4 is scaled down to permit the diversion of commodity 1 to revenue activity 3, an 

equal amount of commodity 2 also becomes available for diversion. Thus, given that 

commodity 1 will be diverted, the relevant opportunity cost for commodity 2 drops 

from ri = 3 to the production cost ci = 1, since the production cost could be saved by 

reducing the production of commodity 2. The performance measure 1I"i charges manager 

i the opportunity cost r; for each unit of commodity j demanded in excess of bij . 

Thus 1I"i does not recognize potential economies from reallocating several commodities 

together, economies that are visible when managers see the complete report (Yi)i. 

There is a large class of activity networks in which such reallocation spill-overs do not 

arise. Definition 6.9 identifies a class of networks, termed simple, in which the opportunity 

cost of reallocating several commodities is the sum of the individual opportunity costs. 

Simple networks do not contain reciprocal loops. More generally, it is not possible to draw 

a closed loop on the graph of a simple network without retracing one's steps. An example 

of a simple network is depicted in Figure 5. 

Lemma 6.10 states some immediate implications of the definition. In particular, 

given any two activities i and j, there is at most one resource flow from i to j. 
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The absence of reciprocal loops makes it possible to simplify the definition of the 

ABOC Mechanism. In particular, the set D( i) can be dispensed with, and the condition 

D(i) = 0 (resp. D(i) =I 0) in the definition of ri can be replaced by the condition bii = 0 

(resp. bii > 0). The definition of f3i can be simplified by using the expression 

Y~j = {max{ b;;, Y;j} - (Y;j -. b;j ) - / 2 

maxi bij, Yij} otherwIse, 

if j =I i and rij > 0, or j = 1; and 

in place of the corresponding expression in 6.2. Thus the only remaining complication, 

and the only reason that the definition of ytj has two parts rather than just the upper 

expression, is the need to prevent managers from demanding commodities that are not 

being produced, since no opportunity cost can be computed for non-produced commodities. 

It should be mentioned that the simplified definition of the ABOC Mechanism can be 

used in any network that contains no reciprocal loops. 

6.9 Definitions: A cycle is a sequence of pairs of activities {(it, jt)} ;=1 with the prop-

erties 

i) for each t, Zt -. )t; 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

A network is simple if there are no cycles. 

6.10 Lemma: Suppose that the network is simple. Then for each i, u(i) = uO(i) = 

{j: j -. i} and d(i) = dO(i) = {j: i -. n. Moreover, for each i,j with i -.-. j, 

there is only one activity sequence {itl ;=1 such that il = i, iT = j, and it -. it+l for 

all t < T. 
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Proof: Straightforward • 

6.11 Proposition: Suppose that the network is simple and that (ai, bi , Ci, yni is an 

ABOC budget equilibrium for a firm (yi)i E Fe. Then (yni is a complete reporting 

optimum for (yi)i. 

Proof: For each i, let Ki = {Yi E yi: there exist coefficients 0:5..\~:5 1 for all k =/:- i 

such that L:k~i..\~ y2 j + Yij = 0 for all j = 1, ... ,m}. Since (yi)i E Fe, yi is convex, 

so Ki is convex for each i. To prove that (yni is a complete reporting optimum, it 

suffices to prove that for each Yi E yi, 71"0 ((yni) > 71"0 ((..\~ Y2h~i' Yi), where (..\~h~i are 

coefficients associated with Yi in the definition of Ki. Since Ki is convex and Y? E Ki 

(take ..\~ = 1 for each k), it suffices to consider Yi arbitrarily near Y? 
Lemma 6.10 implies that for each j = 1, ... , m, if yJj > 0 then r jj > o. 

Lemma 6.10 also implies that D(i) =/:- 0 if Y?i > 0, and that j E u(i) for each j =/:- i, 

j ~ 1 such that Yij < Y?j. Therefore, by the definition of Pi, Yi E Pi(ai, pi) n yi. 

Exactly as in the proof of Proposition 6.6, construct coefficients (..\lh, (..\kh, and a plan 

(yt)k satisfying yt = ..\k..\l Y2 for all k =/:- i, yt = ..\i..\~ Yi, and (15). By Lemma 6.10, 

j E u(i) for each j ~ 1 with Yij > Y?j. Therefore Lemma A.12 (with i = 1) implies 

that ..\~ - 1. The unique path association in Lemma 6.10 implies that ..\i = 1. Since 

(yn IS an ABOC budget equilibrium, 7I"i(ai,Y?) ~ 7I"i(ai,Yi). Therefore (15) implies 

that 7I"0((y2h) ~ 7I"O((Ynk~i'Yi). The coefficients (..\lh are determined uniquely (by 

Lemma A.12), but the coefficients (..\kh are determined by the path {id:=o that satisfies 

(4) and (5). This path is a "least loss" path, by the definition of the opportunity costs 

(rj)j' so 7I"o((Yth~i'Yi) ~ 7I"o((..\~y2)k~i'Yi). • 
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7. Conclusion 

Accounting provides exactly the information needed to support profit maximization 

only in the artificial confines of a linear model. This extreme conceptual limitation has thus 

far prevented management accounting theory from approaching the scope of management 

accounting practice. This paper attempts to close the gap with a model that allows 

accounting information to be imperfect but useful in nonlinear technological and market 

environments. The model of an accounting information system includes the elements of 

budgeting, reporting, and performance measurement. The model provides a framework for 

comparing different accounting information systems according to the profitability of the 

budgets they support. The innovative potential of the model is illustrated by showing that 

activity-based costing can be extended to include an internal opportunity cost measure 

that provides activity managers with additional useful information. 

For the specific systems studied here, performance measures are constructed that 

guide managers' use of accounting information and also encourage the appropriate use of 

whatever nonaccounting information may be available. In particular, if several activity 

managers communicate with one another outside the accounting information system and 

coordinate their budget proposals in order to increase their own measured performance, 

then they will also increase the profit of the firm. This "open architecture" property 

permits the modelling and analysis of accounting information systems without the necessity 

of including all information flows within the firm. 

Subsequent work by Jordan, Anctil and Mukherji (1994) has extended the model to 

include investment activities and fixed expenses. If, in future research, the model can be 

extended to include precautionary activities, such as inventories, it may provide an effec

tive analytical framework for the design of practical management accounting information 

systems. 
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Appendix 

This appendix collects a number of technical results used in the analysis of the ABC 

game in Section 4 above. In particular, the results below show that the unit costs computed 

in the ABC game can be used to verify semi-linear optimality (Lemma A.9) and to support 

out-sourcing decisions (Lemmas A.ll and A.12). 

Let (Yi)i E P. The results derived below all refer to the arbitrarily chosen plan 
n 

(Yi)i' The analysis can be somewhat simplified by assuming that 2: Yij = 0 for each 
i=l 

j = 1, ... , m, and that Yii > 0 for each i = 1, ... , m. These assumptions involve no 

real loss of generality. We will only be interested in feasible plans, so 2:i Yij ~ 0 for all 

j. If some of these inequalities are strict, we can add a revenue activity, i = n + 1, with 

Yn+1,O = 0 and 
n 

Yn+1,j = - 2: Yij for each j = 1, ... , m, to obtain the desired 
i=l 

equalities. For a cost activity i, the only action Yi with Yii = 0 that will be of interest 

is the zero action, Yi = O. If Yi = 0, activity i can be dropped from the firm. 

A.1 Assumption: The plan (Yi)i satisfies 

a) (Yi)i E po, that is, Yii > 0 for all i = 1, ... ,mj and 

b) 2::=1 Yij = 0 for all j = 1, ... , m. 

Some internal commodities may be used as inputs only by other cost activities. In the 

extreme, there may be a set of cost activities that produce only for the benefit of each other. 

Such activities will be termed redundant, since they could be shut down without affecting 

any revenue activity. Of course, the presence of redundant activities is inconsistent with 

semi-linear optimality, at least in :Fd, because any active cost activity has a negative cash 

flow by Assumption D. Nonetheless, the demand mechanism can have budget equilibria 
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with redundant activities. In order to prove that an ABC budget equilibrium is a semi-

linear optimum it will be necessary to show that there are no redundant activities. 

A.2 Definition: A subset p C {I, ... , m} of cost activities is redundant if Yi i= 0 for 

each i E P but E~=l Yij ~ 0 for all j = 1, ... ,m. If the only redundant set is the 
·fp 

empty set then we will say there are no redundant activities. 

A.3 Lemma: A set p C {I, ... , m} is redundant if and only if EiEP Yij = 0 for each 

j E p. 

Proof: This follows directly from Definition A.2. • 

A.4 Lemma: Suppose that there exist coefficients .Ai, i = 1, ... ,m satisfying 

c) .Ai ~ 0 for all i, and .Ai > 0 for some i, and 

d) E::l.Ai Yij < 0 for all j = 1, ... m. 

Then there exists a nonempty redundant set of activities. 

Proof: Without loss of generality suppose that .AI ~.Ai for all i. Dividing each .Ai by 

.AI, we obtain .AI = 1 and O:5.Ai < 1 for each i > 1. By (a), Yn > 0, and by (b) 

Yn - - E:=2 Yil· By the definition of P, Yil :5 0 for all i > 1, so by (d), .Ai = 1 

for all i > 1 with Yil < O. Similarly, .Ai' = 1 for all it such that Yi'i < 0 for some i 

with .Ai = 1. Hence there is a subset pC {I, ... , m} containing i = 1 such that .Ai = 1 

for each i E P and Yi'i = 0 for each it rt. p and i E p. Hence (d) implies 

~ {- 0 ifjEp 
~E Yij :5 0 otherwise. 
I P 

Hence by (b), Eiftp Yij ~ 0 for all j = 1, ... , m, so p is a nonempty redundant set of 

activities. • 
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Although it will not be needed, the converse of Lemma A.4 is also true: If P is a 

nonempty redundant set, let .Ai = 1 if i ft P and .Ai = ° otherwise. Then (d) follows 

from Definition A.2 and (b). 

The following Lemma states that if unit costs can be defined for all internal com-

modi ties then there are no redundant activities. 

A.S Lemma: Suppose there exist numbers Cj;::: 0, j = 1, ... , m such that 

e) YiO + 2:1=1 CjYij = 0 for all i = 1, ... , m. 

Then there are no redundant activities. 

Proof: Suppose by way of contradiction that there is a nonempty set p of redundant 

activities. Then by Lemma A.3, for each j;::: 1, 

"" {= 0 if j E Pi and 
L.J Cj Yij < 0 otherwise. 
iEp -

Hence "m" C· y" < 0 However, since YI'O < 0 for each i <_ m, (e) implies that L.Jj=1 L.JiEp } I) - • 

2:iEP 2:1=1 CjYij > O. • 

A.6 Lemma: Suppose there are no redundant activities. Then there exist unique numbers 

Cj > 0, j = 1, ... , m satisfying (e). Moreover, for any Z E R".!: satisfying Zj;::: 

2:~=m+1 Yij for all j = 1, ... ,m, there exist unique coefficients (.AI,"" .Am) E [0,1]m 

satisfying 2:::1.Ai Yij + Zj = 0 for all j = 1, ... , m. In particular, for any coefficients 

(Xm+1' ... ,xn ) E [0,1 t-m there exist unique coefficients (.AI,'",.Am) E [0,1]m satisfying 

f) 2:::1.Ai Yij + 2:~=m+1 Xi Yij = 0 for all j = 1, ... , m. 

Proof: Let W = {w E Rm: for some C E R+, Wj = 2:::1 Ci Yji, j = 1, ... ,m}. 

Then W is a convex set. We first show that W n R++ =1= 0. Otherwise the separating 
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hyperplane theorem implies the existence of a nonzero A E Rm such that 

1) \ < \ I £ 11 W I Rm "w _ "w or awE ,w E ++ 

Since AW' is bounded from below for w' E R~\, it follows that Aj 2: 0 for all J. 

It also follows from (1) that Aw::; 0 for all w E W. Thus for any C E R+, 

o 2: E~l Ai(Ej=l Cj Yij) = EJ=l Cj(E~l Ai Yij), so E~l AiYij ::; 0 for all J = 

1, ... , m. Then Lemma AA implies that there is a nonempty redundant set of activities. 

Hence W n R++ =I 0. 

It now follows from Nikaido (1988, Theorem 6.2, p.94) that R+ C W. In particular, 

since YjO < 0 for each j = 1, ... , m, there exists C E R+ such that YjO = E~l Ci Yji 

for all j = 1, ... , m. Since YiO < 0 for each i, Ci > 0 for each i. Nikaido (1968, 

Theorem 6.2) also implies that the matrix (Yij) lSiSm is nonsingular, so C is uniquely 
lSiSm 

determined by (e). 

To prove the second assertion, note that for each j = 1, ... ,m, Z j 2: E~=m+l Yij, 

so E~l Yij + Zj 2: O. Suppose that for some j, E~l Yij + Zj > 0, say j = 1. Then 

since Yn > 0, there is some ..\' < 1 such that A'Yn + E~2 Yil + Zl = O. Since Ylj ::; 0 

for all j 2: 2, A' Ylj + E~2 Yij + Z j 2: 0 for all j 2: 2. Continuing in this fashion yields a 

monotone decreasing sequence {A q} ~l C [0, 11m such that lim E~l A1 Yij + Z j = 0 
q-oo 

for all j = 1, ... ,m. Let A denote the limit of this sequence. Then, by the definition of 

the z/s, A satisfies (f), and the uniqueness of A follows from the nonsingularity of the 

matrix (Yij) lSiSm established in the previous paragraph. 
lSiSm 

To prove the final assertion, observe that for any coefficients (X m+l, ... , xn) E 

[0, 1t-m
, 0 2: E~m+l Xi Yij 2: E~=m+l Yij for each j = 1, ... , m. Thus the result 

follows from the second assertion. • 

A.7 Definitions: Assume there are no redundant activities. Define g: [0, 1 t-m 
---+ R 
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by g(x) = 2:;:I'xi YiO + 2:?=m+1Xi YiO, where ('xl, ... ,'xm) is the unique solution to 

(f), given by Lemma A.6, for x = (X m+l,"" x n ). For each j = m + 1, ... , n, define 

gj: [0,1] -+ R by gj(Xj) = g(O, ... ,O,Xj,O, ... ,O). 

A.8 Lemma: Suppose there are no redundant activites. 

Let C E R~t\ be the unique solution to (e) given by Lemma A.6. Then 

h) YiO + 2:7=1 Cj Yij = gi(l) for all i = m + 1, ... , n. 

Proof: For each i = m + 1, ... , n, let ,Xi be the solution to (f) when x = Ii, the 

(n - m)-vector, with i'th coordinate equal to 1 and all other coordinates zero. Then 

2:?=m+l Xi,Xi solves (f) for any x E [O,lt-
m

. Hence (g) follows from the fact that the 

solution of (f) is unique. To prove (h), note that by the definition of ,Xi, 

2) 

By (e) 

3) 

m 

L'x~ Yjj' + Yip = 0 for each j' = 1, ... , m. 
j=1 

m 

L Cj' Yjj' + YjO = ° for each j = 1, ... , m. 
j'=1 

Since gi(l) = 2:J=1 ,X~ YjO + YiO, (h) follows from (2) and (3) . 

. 
A.9 Lemma: The plan (Yi)i is a semi-linear optimum if and only if there are no redundant 

activities and 

i) gi(l) ~ ° for all i = m + 1, ... , n. 

Proof: If (Ydi is a semi-linear optimum then, since YiO < ° for each i = 1, ... , m, 

there are no redundant activities. Given that there are no redundant activities, the defining 
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property of a semi-linear optimum is equivalent to the statement that 9 is maximized at 

x = (1, ... ,1). By Lemma A.S (g), this is equivalent to (i). • 

o ·0 A.I0 Lemma: Suppose there are no redundant activities. Let i ::; m and let Y~o E pI 

satisfy 
Y~O j - YiO j for all j f/. u( iO)j and 

Y~o j > YiO j for all j E u( i O
). 

Then there exist unique coefficients (Ai)i#iO E [O,l]m-l such that 

m 

4) L Ai Yij + Y~o j - L Yij for all j = 1, ... , m. 
i#iO i=l 

Proof: Uniqueness follows from Lemma A.6 and the fact that yio j 2:: Yio j for all 

j = 1, ... , m. To prove existence, for each j = 1, ... . m, let Zj = 2:~l Yij. We will use a 

version of the iterative process described in the proof of Lemma A.6. For each j = 1, ... , m, 

let A~ = 1, and for each t 2:: 1, define Aj = A~-l - (2:i#io A:-lYij+A~;lY~Oj_Zj) I Yjj. 

Then for each j, At). > A t.+ 1 2:: 0 for all t. Let A *). = lim A)t. for each j. Then 
- ) t-+oo 

2:i#io Ai Yij + A;o Y~o j = Z j for each j. It suffices to prove that A;o = 1, that is, that 

A~tl = A~o for all t. For any t,j, suppose that Aj+l < Aj. Then there is a sequence 

{ . }t+l . h' '0' . 
Zq q=O WIt Zo = z, Zt+l = J, 

If j = i O, then the sequence {iq} ~~~ shows that i l f/. u( i O), so Y~Oil = Yioi1' But 

this implies that 2:i#io Yii 1 + Y~Oil = Zl, which, by the definition of A~l' implies that 

A~l . = A?l = 1. This contradiction completes the proof. • 

A.ll Lemma: Suppose there are no redundant activites. Let y~ E pn sat-

isfy Ynj ::; Y~j ::; 0 .for all j = 1, ... , m. Then there exists a unique m-tuple A' = 

(A~, ... , A~) E [O,l]m satisfying 

m n-I 

5) L A~ Yij + L Yij + Y~j = 0 for all j = 1, ... ,m. 
i=1 i=m+1 
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M ",m.A
' 

",n-1 I ",n I ",m I ",m 
oreover, L..i=l iYiO+ L..i=m+1 YiO+YnO- L..i=l YiO = YnO+ L..j=l CjYnj-YnO+ L..j=l CjYnj, 

where c1,"" Cm are given by Lemma A.6. 

Proof: The existence and uniqueness of .A' follows from Lemma A.6, which also implies 

the existence and uniqueness of .An satisfying 

m 

6) L.Ai Yij + Ynj = 0 for all j = 1, ... , mj and 
i=l 

).In satisfying (6) when Yn is replaced by y~. Then .Ai = 1 + .A'i -.Ai for each z, so 

m n-1 n 

L .A~ YiO + L YiO + y~o - L YiO = 

7) 
i=l i=m+1 i=l 
m 

L(.A~n - .Ai)YiO + (y~o - YnO)' 
i=l 

By Lemma A.8(g) and the definitions of .Anand ).In, the right-hand side of (7) is equal 

to (y~o - YnO) + 2:7=1 Cj(Y~j - Ynj). • 

A.12 Lemma: Suppose there are no redundant activites, and let C1,"" Cm be the 

solution to (e) given by Lemma A.6. Let y~ E pI and let (.A2,"" .Am) E [0,1]m-1 

satisfy 

m n 

8) Y~j + L.Ai Yij + L Yij - 0 for all j = 1, ... , m. 
i=2 i=m+1 

Proof: By (8), Y~j - Y1j + 2:~2(.Ai -l)Yij = 0 for all j = 1, ... ,m, so (g) implies 

that (y~o - Y10) + 2:~2(.Ai - l)Yio = (y~o - YlO) + 2:j:1 Cj(Y~j - Y1j). • 

A.13 Lemma: Suppose there are no redundant activities, and let C1,"" Cm be the 

solution to (e) given by Lemma A.6. Let y~ E pI satisfy Y~j > Yij for all j = 1, ... , m. 
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Then there exist unique coefficients (AI, ... , Am) E [0, 11m such that 

m n 

9) 
AlY~j + LAiYij + L Yij - 0 

i=2 i=m+l 

for all j = 1, ... , m. 

Proof: Since Y~j 2: Ylj, Y~j + E~=2 Yij 2: 0 for all j = 1, ... , m. Therefore the 

m-tuple (AI' ... ' Am) can be obtained as the limit of a monotone sequence as in the 

proof of Lemma A.6. Uniqueness also follows from Lemma A.6, since Y~j > Ylj for all 

j = 1, ... , m. For each j = 1, ... , m, let Zj = E~=m+l Yij and let Sj = Y~j - Ylj. Then 

m 

10) LAiYij + Zj+AISj = 0 forall j=I, ... ,m. 
i=l 

Therefore, by A.8(g), E:I Ai YiO = EJ=1 CiZj +AISj), and also by A.8(g), E:l YiO = 

Ej=l CjZj. Therefore E:I(Ai - I)Yio = Al EJ=1 CjSj. Let So = y~o - YlO. Then 

AlSO + E:l (Ai -1)Yio = AI(SO + Ej=l CjSj). But AlSO + E:I (Ai -1)yiO = Al y~o -Ylo + 

E:2(Ai- l )Yio. Therefore AIY~0+E:2AiYiO+E~=m+IYiO-E~=IYiO = SO+Ej=ICjSj . 

• 
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